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process as it is to the
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our So closely
NatinalSecuity linked toNatIanal Security what we expect

Strategy from others.
Caspar W. Weinberger
Secretary of Defense

correct perceptions on issues
of great importance to all of
us-to all your nations-in-
deed to the entire family of

nations. My focus is America's
national security strategy and policies, 4'
particularly those affecting East-West %
relations. _

America's Aim security
America's overall national security

aim, very simply, is to safeguard the
United States and our allies, friends
and interests from aggression and
coercion. We seek to preserve and
strengthen the democratic community
of nations and promote stability, peace
and international cooperation. ".'

The goals of peace, freedom and .',"

prosperity are shared by most of the
nations of the Free World. Today the
most serious challenge to those com-
mon goals remains the aims and am- .

bitions of the Soviet Union and the
military power that gives them force.
People whose business is the news "*-.
naturally enjoy speculating about how The fiftv tvik oif,, 4 th . l, nzd frc ilichtlu'
dramatically America's relationship gizviug ni tll'rs ,) flt/'r) batto ta,:J 4b h a th" T-72 <t'n h'rr. :.
with the Soviet Union may be chang-
ing at any given time. They like to to extend the sway of Marxism- tionship with the Soviet Union. He has
chart its temperature on a daily basis Leninism, if lacking in true ideological demonstrated that we can be
and pronounce chills or thaws, new fervor, nevertheless, is supported to- businesslike without being morally
eras of cold war or detente. It is wiser, day by tremendous military power. blind, vigilant without being
I believe, to look away from today's The people of Czechoslovakia, belligerent, and that we can negotiate
headlines to discover underlying Angola, Cambodia, Afghanistan and without surrendering our principles or
threads and enduring dilemmas. Poland can bear eloquent witness to our interests.

As you look, I think you will see the Soviets' willingness to use force,
that the most important elements of directly, or indirectly through proxies, Above all, President Reagan has
U.S. relations with the Soviet Union and use it mercilessly. refused to shut his eyes to the fruits of
have been constant or have changed President Reagan has not shrunk an ambitious and sustained Soviet pro-
only very slowly in the postwar years. from stating the truth about these gram of military investment. Coupled
Soviet repression has become more harsh realities of Soviet behavior. At with U.S. restraint during the 1970s,

* sophisticated, but life has not, as Stalin the same time, he actively has sought this expanding military power enabled
once promised, become "better and new opportunities for negotiation and Moscow to shift critical components of
gayer" for the people of the Soviet cooperation and laid the groundwork the overall global military balance in
Union. The ambition of Soviet leaders for a realistic, long-term, peaceful rela- its favor.
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SCUD-1I. nuclear brigades
,are' deployed with armic ""

in all theaters

While building on their superiority
in numbers, the Soviets also are im-
proving dramatically the quality of -- -

their military systems and closing the
West technological edge. They con- _

tinue to test and field new and more
accurate missiles and to improve all
their stategic nuclear forces. And since
the mid '70s the Soviets have widened
their conventional advantage in near-
ly every force category by producing
major weapons at rates much greater

*i-" than those of the United States and its " "
NATO allies combined.

" To exert its military power around the
world, the Soviet Union also is hi field-traiig
expanding the geographic reach of its exercises, chemical

forces. We have seen substantial troops practice
growth in Soviet airlift, the emergence chemical biological
of a strong blue-water navy, the decontamination of
development of overseas bases, and ____ SCUD launchers
the opportunistic expansion of Soviet
presence and influence worldwide. To- seek to reduce the causes of conflict- gains. The United States seeks credible
day the Soviets have bases and ports political, economic, social-before deterrence through our military .
near or astride the world's major trade they lead to armed combat. America strength, political resolve and
routes and strategic energy resources, does not seek territorial gains by the diplomacy. But if deterrence fails-if ,\..
threatening U.S. interests and, indeed, use of military power; we maintain our an adversary is foolish enough to
those of our friends and allies, forces in a reactive posture. We will hazard aggression-we must be, and -

use our defensive military forces only indeed we are, ready and able to de- ]
Further complicating America's in response to clear threats to our fend ourselves and stand shoulder to

security and interests. And when those shoulder with our allies.
political turmoil and the rise in inter- threats can come from many quarters,
national terrorism in may regions of as is the case with the Soviets' widely Alliances and collective security ar- .*...

the world. The Soviets have dem- despersed forces and strength, our rangements are key elements of '-"
onstrated their ability and willingness defensive must be strong and capable America's strategy. The United States
to exploit that turmoil when it ad- of responding. Only if we have this cannot protect its world-wide interests L
vances their goals. strength and are prepared to use it will alone. Our alliance partners are, from ..-

we be able to deter attack from a our perspective, our first line of -
worldwide military power as strong as defense. Unlike the Soviet Union, the ,%%'

While the Soviets maintain an the Soviet Union. United States does not seek to r .,i

offensive-oriented strategy, the United dominate its allies. Rather, our
States has a defensive strategy that The keystone of America's military alliances are partnerships based on
reflects its basic values as a nation. We strategy since World War II has been mutual respect and common interests.

deterrence. Deterrence provides secu-
These remarks were delivered to the rity by convincing potential adver- The Reagan administration is deter-
Ambassador's Roundtable, saries that the risks and costs of aggres- mined to keep America's alliances -
Washington, D.C., earlier this year. sion will far exceed any conceivable strong. Furthermore, we will continue :

" Program Manager 3 July-August 1985
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to encourage all partners to shoulder changing. In America and among our
a fair share of the security burden and allies, we do not rewrite history. But
adhere to the obligations assumed neither, I'm afraid, do we always learn "
under our partnership agreements. from it. And whenever I hear calls for '-
Arms Negotiations unilateral American concessions to en- - '-

courage the Soviets to reach an agree- °

America's strategy of deterrence ment, I wonder if we really have lear- * ,
through strength and robust alliances ned anything at all from a decade and
is supported by our quest for mean- a half of arms negotiations and East-
ingful international arms agreements. West relations. -
America always has depended on the D th '-w'odecu
strength of its ideals -not the use of During the '70s we hoped we could
force- to spread its vision of a better lure Soviet leaders into cooperation -

world. In this spirit, the United States and arms agreements by offering them g.6%*,

various trade credits that would helphas, since the dawn of the nuclear age,
sought to establish effective controls secure prosperity for their own people. o

on these awesome weapons. Unfor- During that decade Soviet hard- "' "
tunately, our quest for all humanity currency imports from the West in- -9
has yet to succeed. More than a decade creased ninefold. But the plight of the
of SALT negotiations neither achieved Soviet consumer did not improve; it :7
genuine reductions nor prevented the was the Soviet military that prospered.
unprecedented Soviet weapons
buildup that continues to this day.

Moreover, the Soviets have violated KO Ci...

major arms control obligations and .. , ,'.
political commitments. But because
genuine-militarily significant, K . .
equitable and verifiable-arms reduc-
tion agreements can increase our
security and the security of the entire
world, the Reagan administration re-
mains fully committed to pursuing this
avenue for peace and stability.

In the long and difficult period of
negotiations ahead, America and its
allies must understand just how futile -Amp,

it is to bargain with the Soviets from
a position of weakness. Moreover, we
must never give in to the temptation
of believing that the process of negotia-
tion itself is more important than the
results we seek. We must remember Strategic Defense Initiative
that arms negotiations and maintain- Two years ago President Reagan
ing military strength must serve the gave America's national security
same end-that is to ensure security. During the same period, the United strategy a bold new vision-a Strategic )
Another way to phrase it is that it is States also restricted improvements in Defense Initiative, or SDI, aimed at
not just an agreement we seek for the its own nuclear forces and dramatical- developing technical options for effec-
sake of saying we have an agreement. ly reduced the numbers and explosive tive defenses against nuclear ballistic
It is the content of the agreement that power of its nuclear arsenal. We hoped missiles. As you know, I recently came
is vital, the Soviets would imitate our restraint, back from Europe where I discussed

In these arms negotiations, we can- They did not. Instead, they actually SDI with America's allies. What I
not ignore Soviet aims and stepped up their strategic moderniza- found was that with increased discus-
ambitions-and their fears. I always tion program. sion and understanding has come in-
have argued that to achieve genuine A fallacy underlay the entire U.S. creased support.
arms reductions we must look more approach to the Soviet Union during I believe that a thoroughly reliable
realistically at the imperatives of the the 1970s, when we allowed our strategic defense is achievable through
Soviet leaders and more honestly at the strength to decline and our will to man's genius and skill and will to sur-
profound differences between their falter. It was the fallacy that the im- vive. Remember, no one honestly can
system and our own. peratives of democracy are also the im- say now that it cannot be done until

They say in the Soviet Union that peratives of a totalitarian state-that a sustained research effort is under-
only one thing is certain, and that is we could negotiate with the Soviets as taken. The SDI quest is perhaps the
the future.. .it's the past that keeps if we were negotiating with ourselves, most moral goal we can pursue. This

Program Manager July-August 1985
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would be a system designed to destroy
weapons, not people-a system to pro-
tect people, not to avenge them. Of
course, we cannot give up our deter-
rent, retaliatory strength while we ac-
tively pursue this vision.

Should new defensive technologies
prove feasible, we would have before
us an opportunity, almost unmatched
in history, to free the world of its bon-
dage to a "balance of terror" to keep
the peace. Offensive-based deterrence
has enabled us to keep the peace, and
we will continue to rely on it unless
and until we can deploy the new
systems that we hope can give us a
thoroughly reliable defense against
Soviet intercontinental and
intermediate-range missiles.

For now, we are doing the necessary
research. But those who are so 04. . it t/u , f.,,, ,, , i. , ' ,'. .'' .. . --
desperatelyseekingtoblockevenany \:: >.'. :; ' ,.i:ti,': , :.

thought of substituting defensive
systems for offensive weapons always
cite our statements about the present work with the Soviets to create a new sumes more than 15 percent of the
research effort as evidence that we arrangement that offers far more safe- Soviet gross national product. The

l c on't e to deor The i tls ty to both our societies and to our Reagan administration is determined
cornne o d t thepreit i - allies. to demonstrate the capacity and the':wnorance of what the president is try- wlntaogain a*-" ing to pursue by saying that the defen- East-West Relations cla-ct avage i t miiayclear-cut advantage in the military '"- '-

sive system we envision is intended on- As we think about U.S. strategy and dimension or to exploit their concen-ly to protect missile silos, the future of East-West relations, we tration on amassing military power.

Let me try once more: We want to should be mindful that there are multi- Our aim is to demonstrate to the
develop, through the research we are pie dimensions of a nation's power: its SOvi in tha teynte per-he
now doing, and then to deploy if the values and ideas, its economy, its miet in by il nimidationmitted to win by military intimidation "'
research justifies it , a system that will culture, its policy. A proper apprecia-
destroy by non-nuclear means all of tion of the moral and practical limits what they cannot earn through theproductivity of their economy or the "''"
the long- and middle-range Soviet to the use of military force implies an pr it of their idecnoy, e
missiles that get into the appreciation of the relatively greater merit of their ideas. In this way, we
atmosphere-and destroy them before importance of these other dimensions hope to convince the Soviets of the
they get near our silos or any other of power. By restoring American futility of their quest for a decisive
target. Yes, it is a new concept-and military strength and confidence, military superiority. Fundamental dif-
we think a better one-and we will President Reagan has led the United ferences in views will remain. But the
work eagerly for it. States from self-doubt to self-respect. peaceful competition of ideas and-

Also, I believe that the president's Standing tall, the United States does ideals between East and West is a con-
vision of peace through defense can, in not and will not apologize for its test from which we will not shrink-value anddd idels belev rejec peaefu
the end, appeal more realistically and values and ideals. We reject theal
persuasively to expressed Soviet wor- fashionable tendency always to blame competition is one from which allpersasielyto xpresedSovet or-mankind can gain.riesthan any dapproachbasedon the United States first; we reject any
mutual vulnerability. At least we penchant for self-flagellation. We do
know that they are working intensive- not feel guilty-nor do we feel that we The key element of U.S. strategy re-
ly on defensive technologies, and we can be moral only if we continually mains the ideas that the West cannot .

never again could rest easily if they acknowledge the non-existent guilt. be content with the status quo. We
want to encourage the forces ofachieved a defensive system first. We are confident that the future democracy wherever they exist. And

It is true the Soviets already have belongs to the democracies of this for one very important continent of the
cooperated with us to reduce the risk world, to the market economies, to world, that means that Yalta (site of
of nuclear war. We have agreed to those who believe in freedom, self- the February 1945 conference of U.S.
upgrade the hot line. We are in essen- determination and individual rights. President Franklin D. Roosevelt,
tial agreement on non-proliferation Our adversary is able to compete in English Prime Minister Winston Chur-

" policy. We both exercise great caution only one dimension-the military chill and Soviet Premier Joseph Stalin)
about nuclear arms in many important dimension-and that alone by dint of
ways. It should not be impossible to a truly gargantuan effort that con- r

. Program Manager 5 July-August 1q8 5 . "
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The Soviet
Copycat Technocrats
Some inventions
of the Soviets
look amazingly
similar to our Zoe

own. Here's
how they do it-
saving time, money,
and brainpower-
I at our expense.

Major Edith B. Buffalo, USAF

Thomas C. Rogers

hnology transfer connotes a
wide range of scientific and

trhnical, economic and in-

dustrial, and trade and corn-

U munications undertakings in

which advanced and/or critical "
technologies are transferred from 

"

Western nations to nations less tech-
nologically advanced. Policymakers
within Western nations have express- ...-

ed increased concern over the issue of
technology transfer particularly due to - p" "" ""

the flow and loss of critical coordinated, national-level program Tle COALtR tran, ptt ,ircrat

technologies essential to the research, that is approved at the highest party ah" -lcc , ( B' u mi (-14.

development, manufacture, and and governmental levels. In this paper,

development of modern, high-quality we intend to describe this program by FhZ, G .i\')//-I fun-.I,,;' tJ ,',Vt

weapons and military equipment. covering the bureaucratic structure Ocav, cia- . ':',,, ,, tb~ U-

Perhaps the greatest concern over this that administers it, acquisition4mech-.. -. , . I L -4

issue stems from the Soviet Union's anisms employed for effective im- -'

ability to capitalize on this undertak- plementation, and overall gains within

ing with end results of military power the Soviet Union as a result of this

enchancement and military manufac- program.

turing technology improvement.

The transfer of technology by the Organizations Involved in Acqui- and coordinated effort that goes into

Soviet Union from Western nations is sition of Foreign Technology the acquisition of selected techn-

not a new endeavor. Instead, the The capability of the Soviet Union ologies, equipment, and entire plants

Soviet Union has traditionally devoted to acquire Western technology is aided to fill deficiencies and gaps for short-

vast amounts of its resources - both by the Soviet's well-defined organiza- term and long-term needs. The func-

manpower and financial - to this ef- tional responsibilities. This capability tional organization chart for

fort. The result is a massive, well- is further enhanced by the centralized technology trade, as shown in Figure

Program Manager 
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4- 1 the Soviet state, to include policies on
* ~ technology transfer. The council corn-

~ prises top-level administrators; e.g.,
, chairmen of state committtes, and

other state agencies. Their functions
are largely to administer day-to-day
operations of the economy and to
develop integrated plans for the
development of the economy.

The second group of organizations
in Figure 1 consists of state committees
and various state agencies. Their role
in technology transfer is the manage-
ment of policies as set forth by their
superior, the Council of Ministers, and
the union republics. The principal "
function of the State Committee for
Science and Technology (GKNT) is to p
act as the national-level, centralized
planner, coordinator, and monitor of
a unified, national Research and
Development (R&D) program. The
GKNT is, thus, the chief advisor to the
central government on national
technological policy. This function
consists of developing strategies to ac- - -

quire Western technology and to in-
tegrate it with domestic R&D
capabilities. In concert with the
Soviet's State Committee for Material

. and Technical Supply and the State
l Committee for Planning, the GKNT is

* directly responsible for the legal ac-
quisition of scientific equipment and
instrumentation from foreign coun-
tries. It is the responsible organization
in the Soviet techriology transfer pro-
gram having cognizance over the
prioritization and approval of specific
industrial foreign equipment requests.

The military Industrial Commission
(VPK) probably holds primary respon-

1 TOLL. - ih All levels of Soviet administration sibility in the State structure for the

Li AP . ,i,- \,C may provide inputs in the process of coordination of all activities in the area _
':i .:ui,', t an to,-, ,:, t i foreign technology acquisition. of armaments production. Conse-

.Although the Communist Party does quently, it probably participates in -'

not have a formal governmental role decision-making on technology pur-
in the formulation and administration chases from foreign countries.
of foreign trade policy, its de facto Table I shows the remaining
authority is extensive. The Politburo organizations in the second group of
(Political Bureau) of the Central Corn- Figure I and their technology transfer
mittee undoubtedly deliberates responsibilities. These responsibilities
technology transfer matters and issues encompass such services as planning,
relevant policy directives. These direc- finance, and supply activities necessary

t oneudegree or another, in managing tives are then reflected in decrees issued for technology transfer.
and supporting technology transfer, by the Council of Ministers. T p i a e( p
The four groups of organizations The operational agencies (Group Ill
shown suggest the variety of interests The Council of Ministers is the of Figure 1) are directly involved in the
involved in the acquisition of foreign highest level of economic/industrial conduct of foreign trade. However,

* technology and the complexity of the management in the Soviet Union. As they appear to have limited decision- %,%

technology transfer process itself, such, it implements official policies of making authority with regard to what .

Program Manager Iuly-August 1985
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*. Table I. Central Functional and Management Organizations" Involved in Soviet Technology Transfer,

ORGANIZATION FUNCTIONS/RESPONSIBILITIES
State Planning Central Government's chief agency for conducting the work of general economic
Committee (Gosplan) planning; plans imports; integrates foreign trade into national economic plans; plans R&D .

and innovation; allocates foreign exchange.
Academy of Sciences Highest scientific establishment in Soviet Union; monitors scientific developments In the
(An SSSR) West; plays active role in scientific exchanges and joint research project; operates all non-

military research institutes, laboratories, experimental stations, observatories, libraries and
museums; obliged to submit proposals to GKNT concerning applied R&D leading to
innovation. P

Ministry of Foreign Coordinates the mechanisms of all Soviet foreign trade; Soviet legal agent in acquiring
Trade (MFT) foreign goods upon conclusion of technical negotiations; implements the trade plan

established by Gosplan - with GKNT approval in the case of technology trade; encom-
passes dozens of import-export foreign trade associations organized according to product
category (e.g., Aviaeksport with function of aviation equipment).

State Committee for Coordinates the work of various ministries in strengthening the Soviet economic
Foreign Economic cooperation with foreign countries; determines Soviet policy with respect to technological
Relations (GKES) aid projects.
Ministry of Finance Probably handles Soviet's holdings of foreign currency; involved in policy discussions
(Minfin) related to hard-currency indebtedness and balance of payments; may have considerable in-

fluence in setting upper limits on Soviet hard-currency trade.
State Committee for May be responsible for the transport of import goods from their points of arrival to their
Material and Technical destinations, their storage prior to construction, and record keeping on the status of
Supply (Gossnab) imported equipment.
Ministry of Defense Has technical administrations assigned which are centers of technical policy; technical
(MO) administrations assigned probably coordinating agencies for import requests within the

Ministry.
*. Committee for State Has primary responsibility for collecting Western classified, export controlled, and - -

. Security (KGB) proprietary technology, using clandestine and overt collection methods.
Industrial Ministries Have technical administrations assigned which are centers of technical policy; technical ad-

ministrations probably coordinating agencies for import requests within the ministries;
maintain foreign relations departments which probably act as the focus for foreign trade
implementation within the ministries; some have foreign trade organizations.

* Does not include the State Committee for Science and Technology (GKNT) and the Military Industrial Commission (VPK).

Table It. Technology Transfer Mechanisms Used
by the Soviets

- Hostile intelligence service - Industrial cooperat'2n agreements - Government and industrial
acquisitions - Multinational cooperations equipment sales

- Recruited agents and industrial - Complete (turnkey) plant sales - Proposals, presale negotiations, and
espionage - Coproduction and specialization sales presentations

- Illegal arms trade - Licensing - Processing equipment (with- Illegal trade in other commodities - Joint ventures/joint "know-how")
- End-user diversions tender ing/joint projects - Educational exchanges
- Third country diversions - Patents - S&T organizations, conferences,
- Communications intelligence - Technical exchanges with ongoing trade shows, commercial visits,

acquisitions contact and exhibits
- Technical data and engineering - "Know-how"'- training, consulting - Data Bases

documents in high-technology areas - Capture in War
- Legal purchases (sales of products)

Program Manager ""uly-August 1985 iliI



Table Ill. Selected Soviet and East European Legal and
Illegal Acquisitions From the West Affecting Key Areas
of Soviet Military Technology

Key Technology Area Notable Success

Computers Purchases and acquisitions of complete system designs, concepts, hardware and
software, including a wide variety of Western general purpose computers and
minicomputers, with military application.

* Microelectronics Industrial processes and semiconductor manufacturing equipment capable of
meeting Soviet military requirements, if acquisitions were combined.

Signal Processing Acquisitions of processing equipment and know-how.
Manufacturing Acquisitions of automated and precision manufacturing equipment for electronics,

materials, and optical and future laser weapons technology; acquisition of informa-
tion on manufacturing technology related to weapons, ammunition, and aircraft
parts including turbine blades, computers, and electronic components; acquisition
of machine tools for cutting large gears for ship propulsion systems.

C omm u ncations Acquisitions of low-powered, low-noise, high-sensitivity receivers.

Lasers Acquisitions of optical, pulsed power source, and other laser-related components,
including special optical mirrors and mirror technology suitable for future laser
weapons.

Guidance and Navigation Acquisitions of marine and other navigation receivers, advanced inertial-guidance
components, including miniature and laser gyros; acquisitions of missile guidance
subsystems; acquisitions of precision machinery for ball-bearing production for
missile and other applications; acquisition of missile test range instrumentation
systems and documentation and precision cinetheodolites for collecting data
critical to post-flight ballistic missile analysis.

Structural Materials Purchases and acquisitions of Western titanium alloys, welding equipment, and
furnaces for producing titanium plate of large size applicable to submarine
construction.

Propulsion Missile technology; some ground propulsion technology (diesels, turbines, and
rotaries); purchases and acquisitions of advanced jet engine fabrication technology
and jet engine design information.

Acoustical Sensors Acquisitions of underwater navigation and direction-finding equipment.

Electro-optical Sensors Acquisition of information on satellite technology, laser rangefinders, and under-
water low-light-level television cameras and systems for remote operation.

Radars Acquisitions and exploitations of air defense radars and antenna designs for - -

missile systems.

is to be imported. The Bank of Foreign and Vietnam. The CMEA's goal is to Main Intelligence Directorate (GRU) of
Trade performs functions such as the promote economic cooperation and the Soviet General Staff - in ar-
crediting of foreign trade, foreign exc- trade between the Soviet Union and ranging trade diversion. In addition,
hange operations, and commodity the Communist Bloc as a counter- the KGB and GRU, in various under-
trade settlements. Operational respon- balance to the economic attraction of cover operations (e.g., posing as
sibilities of the banks of the Council for the West. diplomats, jounalists, trade officials),
Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) are assigned throughout the world to
consist of performing bookkeeping Activities of the Soviet foreign trade effect technology transfer. Technical ." -

operations arising from trade carried organizations, or enterprises, which administrations exist within the
out by its members, assisting in the are closely coordinated by the Ministry various industrial ministries. They ap- %
funding of CMEA joint projects, and of Foreign Trade, have major respon- pear to play a role in technology
the promotion of interregional trade sibilities for both legal and illegal ac- transfer as centers of technical policy. I -'
among the CMEA nations. The CMEA quisitions and purchases. These They also appear to be the coor-

. was established in 1949 and consists of organizations often work closely with dinating agencies for import requests -
Bulgaria, Cuba, Czechoslavakia, East the operational components of the within the industrial ministries. , .

* Germany, Hungary, Mongolia, Soviet intelligence services - Commit- '.'-.

Poland, Romania, the Soviet Union, tee for State Security (KGB) and the
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* ~ ~ ~ , M.......... \) tent and depth of its commitment for Soviet intelligence services (KGB and

B.4 successful accomplishment of Soviet GRU). These Soviet services often

objectives. These mechanisms can f ur- receive assistance from the intelligence
Thether be divided into legal (e.g., through services of their East European allies

open literature, legal trade channels, who are compensated for their efforts.
Th technology consumers (Figure scientific and technical exchanges and Of primary concern to Western na-1, Group IV) consist of economic en- conferences), and illegal means (e.g., tions are the military gains achieved by

tities of the Soviet economy such as through channels that evade Western the Soviets through technology
plants, engineering/ military design export control means). transfer. This concern is reinforced by
bureaus, research, development, test Sve iiaydsgescrfly (e ehortpg 0
and evaluation facilities, schools, and Sve iiaydsgescrfly(e ehort.pg 0
farms. In many cases, these consumers choose the Western design, engineering
are also the originators of technology approaches, and equipment most ap-
acquisition requirements. prpit0oterdfcece n Al ljlr Buffalo is Clhic(. Aduzanceai

needs. Table Ill lists classes of Western
technology acquired by the Soviets !Brtilv~l Tt'chllolo/ rPiz'bsion. Air

The Soviet Union has carefully and illustrates the wide range of Soviet
designed its national-level program for military-technology needs. To accom- Pa It l AFB. 0/ho.
acquiring technology from the West. plish these requirements, as well as
To implement this program for those of the civilian sector, a large N M\r. Rogc t'i.acr ai'pact, enP,s ler,

technology acquisition, mechanisms volume of technology is acquired by Fore'ign Technioog.y IDiz~isiol. W\right-
-. must exist to transfer the technology personnel not directly involved with Patter.tn AEB. Ohio. to? tilt, la;t
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The
Revolutionary
Application Of The Agctia D wa5 mloft mizssion %. .

O1il td11 14141 tdptth ~lehast twicea5sreliable

S Old Ideas! athe Ageua B whih' costing 30-40 per-

Major Alan C. Ray, USAF

She words, "think revolu-

them that made the impression-al-
most as if they were a command.

As a Rand Research Fellow, I had an
opportunity to think about General
Toomay's words. Certainly, revolu-
tionary thinking has been responsible
for many major technological achieve-
ments in military history and there is
no reason to believe it cannot be ap-
plied just as effectively to reduce ac-
quisition costs; however, this is not a
simple task given the complexities of ber 1983),
the modern acquisition environment. the Air Force
I did not design this article to present Systems Cor-
panaceas where none exist but, rather mand (AFSC)
to stimulate thinking on how acquisi- Affordable Acquisition
tion management might be improved Approach Study
to reduce costs. I drew on the last 30 (February 1983), and
years of acquisition history, which is the Carlucci Initiatives
full of good and bad examples of (March 1981). The Grace
quisition management; I explored a Commission or, more correctly,
few of the numerous studies to iden- the President's Private Sector
tify cases that illustrate how the Survey on Post Control, had one spe-
revolutionary application of old ideas cific task force look at government
could have a significant impact on the research and development. The task
reduction of acquisition costs. Acquisi- force estimated the 3-year, cost-savings
tion costs have received much atten- opportunities of its 25 recommenda-
tion in recent years and, in the next tions at $12.1 billion (18:ii). The
section, I will review recent major cost- recommendations focused on overall
reduction studies to set the stage for the management issues such as the govern- %

important implications of case studies ment budget process, "privatizing" eN*
and ideas that follow, federal research and development ac-

tivities and federal laboratory manage-
Maor cost edeciod Studs a ment-rather than on specifics of the

Three recent and notable cost studies acquisition process, as did the AFSC
were the Grace Commission (Decem- study.
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The AFSC study reviewed the cost Advanced Technology Study -
and schedule histories of 109 Air Force A fourth study that really did look
programs and found there had been a at revolutionary ideas, but also had
significant increase in unit costs with some important cost implications was
a corresponding decrease in produc- initiated in May 1983 by General
tion rates. Since 1970, the 109 pro- Robert T. Marsh, USAF, Commander
grams had averaged about 5 percent of the Systems Command. He formed
per year cost growth, which led the a task group to explore revolutionary
study to conclude that real cost growth technologies that might have applica-
is a pervasive problem that impacts tion to future military requirements.
budget formulation and future force The group worked 8 months and pub-
structures. The study's recommenda- lished an unclassified, eight-pagesum-
tions included emphasizing conceptual mary report of their findings and con-
Sand demonstration/validation phase clusions. The report identified several
activities where early decisions can promising technologies such as amor-
have major cost impacts; baselining phous metals, molecular electronics,
system cost, schedule and perfor- thermionics, metastable helium, ar-
mance; and improving program tificial intelligence, and unmanned
management tools to include con- systems. While all these areas involve
tinued implementation of the Carlucci pushing state-of-the-art technology,
Initiatives (2:ES 5-10). the group asserted "that a combination

The Carlucci Initiatives is the term of advanced technology and predomi-
given to the 32 recommendations nant emphasis on cost over perform-
(since reduced and combined to 6) that ance would reduce the cost of tactical
resulted from a Department of Defense weapons by as much as a factor of five
steering group chartered by former (23:5)." This ability to field more
Deputy Secretary of Defense Frank systems for the same cost would indeed
Carlucci to improve the defense ac- be revolutionary. Improving manufac-
quisition system and reduce system turing technology under programs
costs. The steering group was divided such as the System Command MAN
into five teams, one of which dealt TECH program, removing excessive-
with reducing acquisition costs. The ly strict government controls and

' cost-reduction team report identified standards, and providing proper incen-
36 specific recommendations for cut- tives to contractors are actions iden-
ting costs covering such themes as tified as possible ways to reduce the
reducing paperwork, eliminating gold cost of weapon systems. It is inter-
plating (i.e., more disciplined re- esting to note these cost-reduction
quirements), increasing competition, ideas bear a very close resemblance to

.. " ~and providing incentives to reduce those of the other cost-reduction
costs (12:Aii). studies.

It should be apparent from a brief
review of the cost studies and the em-
phasis on cost in the System Command
look at advanced technologies, that
weapon-system development and pro-
duction costs are a continuing concern.
The aforementioned studies looked at
acquisition history to provide data for
analysis and recommendations. Within
that history, there are some remark-
ably successful programs. The themes
of reducing paperwork, eliminating
gold plating, providing incentives, and
improving manufacturing technology
expressed in the Carlucci Initiatives
and the AFSC studies are clearly il-

U Major Ray is a staff officer in the
Requirements, Programs. and Studies
Group, Deputy Chief of Staff for
Research, Development and Acquisi-
tioni, Headquarters USAF.
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Table 1. The Agena u ance is desirable and there are pro-
Developnment Program grams such as pre-planned product im-

provements designed to do just that.

As Planned As Done European Experiences
Another study looked at six Euro- '

Cost $60 million $32 million pean programs and compared them
Time 18 months 9 months with the F-111 program as illustrated
Launch vehicles 12 12 in Table 2 (17:29). These comparisons

Drawings 3,900 350 are based on airframe and engine de-
Engineers (factor) 4 1 velopment and exclude the avionics

Quality control personnel 1,200 69 subsystems where, it can be argued,
the F-111 is technically more complex.

Product improvement program Yes No While it is recognized that the technical
Tooling $2 million $0.15 million quality of an aircraft cannot be ade-
Drawing release lag 30 days 1 day quately represented by a single param-
Technical progress reporting "Normal" "Minimal" eter such as maximum speed, the study
Project office staff in plant ? 4 argues that speed can serve as a base
System Project Office (SPO) ? 15 for comparing aircraft in this sample

with the F-111.

SOURCE: Perry, Robert, et al., System Acquisition Strategies, Of the six European aircraft, three
R-733-PR/ARPA, The Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif., June 1971, p. 26. have held world speed marks, one is

the only operational V/STOL aircraft

lustrated in the following cases and It would appear that by most stand- in the free world (which presents its
studies. ards the Agena D Development Pro- own set of technical complexities), one

gram was a vast success. The cynics uses a canard design with unique per-
Agena D might claim that in reality this was but formance characteristics, and the other

might clai thatou inel realit this wasdbuIn early 1961, the Air Force decided a modification program and therefore or its various models have been wide-
it needed to reduce its launch costs and did not have the cost risk of many ly used in combat in the Mideast with -
standardize its Agena B launch vehi- other programs. This argument may considerable success. While there are . .
cle. In June, the Space Systems Divi- have an element of truth in it, but it certainly differences in these aircraft,
sion authorized Lockheed to begin this should not detract from the central the study suggests these differences are -.

work and a proposal was submitted in point that excessive use of military no more significant than the differences
July. The key parameters of the pro- specifications and standards, manage- between various USAF aircraft of this
posal are shown in the left column of ment control systems, and complicated period. As a matter of fact, European
Table 1 with the first flight being procedures all add to the cost of a technology is used in several Americanaircraft such as the engine and heads- "--
scheduled for late January 1963 or 19 weapon system. This is certainly no a fs sten d a
months after the program go-ahead. In revelation to anyone who has had the up-display in the A-7, the variable-jec
October, the undersecretary of the air opportunity to dissect a major propos- sweep F-14 wing box, the F-4 ejection
force appointed a special committee al for a weapon system development seat, and the Harriers used by the
headed by Lockheed's vice president program. It is also consistent with 1983 Marines (17:28). Thus, the technol-
for engineering to look at what could contractor comments on using technol- ogies of these programs are considered
be done to accelerate the schedule and ogy and a predominant emphasis on to be similar for the purposes of this
reduce the costs. The committee re- cost over performance as a design cri- comparison.
ported that if the Air Force were will- teria. Their response to the Systems Table 2 highlights some very in-
ing to manage the program different- Command advanced technology task teresting differences in these programs.
ly, the first flight could be accelerated group was typically, "We have never The manning of the European pro-
to June 1962 with some cost reduc- been seriously asked to put cost first grams is significantly less than that of
tions. The revised procedures, which and performance second." Most the F-111 program. The Viggen, the
were basically those used by Lock- pointed to excessively strict specs and most heavily manned program, was
heed's advanced development projects standards and documentation require- staffed at less than one-half the level
group (Skunk Works),' were ap- ments as major roadblocks to reducing of the F-111 even when adjusted for the
proved and written into the contract costs (23:5). It is important to note, lest obviously longer development sched-
statement of work. The actual results someone mistakenly think this is just ule. The average total manning of the '..

of this program are shown in the right another quantity vs. quality argument, European programs was 637 people -""

column of Table 1. Costs and schedule that placing performance "second" compared to the F-111 average esti-
were reduced by approximately a fac- does not mean performance is not im- mated figure of 5,000. When the three
tor of 2. Overall system performance portant. It merely recognizes that there high-performance aircraft (Lightning, 7 %
was judged to be significantly better is a point where a marginal increase in Mirage III, and Mirage IV) are con-
than the Agena B: the Agena D was performance is simply not worth the sidered alone, the average drops to 507
more mission adaptable and at least associated marginal (and often sub- people. The program office size delta
twice as reliable as the Agena B while stantial) increase in costs. Obviously, is even more significant: The F-111
costing 30-40 percent less (17:27). increasing system operational perform- program office was 10 times the size of

Program Manager 14 July-August 1985
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Table 2. AIRCRAFT DEVELOPMENT .

EXPERIENCE

(West Ewep.lu. and U.S.) -

Harrier Jaguar Lightning Mirage Mirage F-111A
(Kestrel) (B.A.C.) Viggen (P-1B) 1liA IV

Performance (Mach) .9 1.6 1.8 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.3
(VTO) -.-

Manning:
Engineering staff 160 to

330 320 650 400 50 70 4,000
to

Experimental shop 350 + 300 350 300 300 400 6,000
Total 680 620 1000 700 350 470 Total

Program office
(Government) 24 35 20 20 10 12 220

Months from design
start to:

First flight 22 54 43 34 16 17 25

First production
item delivered 48 64 96' 45 38 54 58

Number of test
vehicles 13 6 6 5 3 4 23

Development
cost factor 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.4 1.0 1.1 1.8

SOURCE: Perry, Robert, et al., System Acquisition Strategies, R-733-PR/ARPA, The Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif., June 1971, p. 29.
aincludes 24-month schedule stretchout to reconcile a changed threat estimate with altered budget constraints.

its average European counterpart and reporting for Dassault to the govern- Dassault achievement that represent .' -
over 15 times the size of the average ment was on an irregular basis and was transferable practices and procedures C- -
of the three, high-performance aircraft done by letter; for the Harrier, there are chiefly government organization, -*"

program offices. Four of the six Euro- was one, monthly summary about a definition of requirements and system -
pean programs had schedules that were quarter of an inch thick that summar- specification, and program control
shorter than the F-111 schedule, and ized the entire program status. (16:33)." While this example has not
the fifth program (Jaguar) was only 6 Another benefit of the financial con- delved into the subtleties of such a
months slower in delivering its first straints was a willingness to tradeoff comparison between the European and
production item. 3 The United States demanding performance requirements American acquisition environments, it
Air Force used anywhere from 1.7 to for cost considerations that appear to does serve to highlight that there are .
over 7 times the number of test assets have been done without appreciably other ways of doing business, some of •
in the F-111 program. In getting to the reducing the performance of these air- which may be more cost-effective.
bottom line, the F-111 program devel- craft. A second factor was a sequen- The study citing the European and
opment costs (Table 2, bottom line) tial development process that ensured Agena D Experiences concluded by .
ranged from 22 percent to 80 percent the design was complete and had been saying "High system cost and cost
higher than the European programs validated by a prototype or reasonable growth appear to arise primarily from .

with the average being 48 percent engineering hardware before large efforts to subdue difficult technology
higher. commitments were made to a produc- on highly compressed schedules and an

The study attributes these marked tion program. This approach was also apparent willingness to pay whatever
differences to a few major factors. One applied to the use of subsystems such is required to insure satisfaction of -

factor was the financial constraints as the engines and avionics. In the case original (or even expanded) system
that European aircraft developers of Dassault, risk was minimized by in- performance goals (17:39)." The study '/":"°

faced. This resulted in fewer available corporating only one or two new, ma- proposed two alternative acquisition ,
engineers and resources, which auto- jor technological advances at a time strategies as possible solutions to this
matically kept the personnel costs and relying on proven subsystems to problem: 1) considerable austerity in
down while tending to keep the design ensure aircraft reliability and perform- the early phases of the program, and - ,
simple and reducing the non-essential ance (16:7). A third factor was sum- 2) an incremental strategy involving a
engineering design changes. Progress marized by saying: "those aspects of sequence of decision points. The first '-
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Table 3: SUMMARY OF DATA ON LICENSEO PRODUCTION k., *
;le *: I

, ..

Aircraft Unit Production
Flyaway Cost& of This
($ millions) Aircraft by

Aircraft Licensor .
In In Empty Prior to

Date of FY 74 Then-Year Weight This License
Licensor Licensee Aircraft License Dollars Dollarsb (1000 Ib) All Models

Lockhead South F-104G 3/59 1.90 1.42 14.1 300
Group

Lockheed West Group F-104G 6/60 1.90 1.41 14.1 300
Lockheed Italian F-104G 3/61 1.90 1.41 14.1 300

Group
Sikorsky Mitsubishi S-61 10/60 1.23 0.92 11.3 24
Sikorsky Agusta S-61 4/66 1.23 1.00 11.3 -300
Sikorsky Westland S-61 5/66 1.23 0.98 11.3 -300 -

Bell Agusta 205A 9/63 0.27 0.21 4.6 Few hundred . .h
Bell Dornier 205A 10/65 0.27 0.21 4.6 Few hundred
Bell AIDC 205A 1/70 0.27 0.25 4.6 >4000 -
Northrop CASA F-5 5/65 0.98 0.80 8.0 500
Boeing Agusta CH-47C 2/69 2.08 2.02 20.0 500 1.
McDonnell ..

Douglas Mitsubishi F-4E 3/69 3.04 2.78 30.4 >3000
Sikorsky VFW-Fokker CH-53D G 12/69 2.83 2.58 23.3 200

'Average U.S. production cost. Data from USAF Cost and Planning Factors, AFM 173-10, department of the Air Force, April 1973
b Adjusted to year of first delivery by licensee
c(Total number of this aircraft produced by licensee) x (aircraft unit flyaway cost) x (ratio of airframe cost to aircraft cost- as- .'6-''

sumed to be 1/2)

SOURCE: Carter, Gregory A., "Direct Licensing: An Evaluation of a Proposed Technique for Reducing Procurement Costs of Air- ,
craft," R-1604-PR, The Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif., December, 1974.

strategy requires focusing the early rangements suggest that the separation engine examples of major aerospace
development phase on demonstrating of the development and production licensing agreements whereby contrac- .

basic system performance and not de- phases has the potential for increasing tors voluntarily transferred their
voting resources to production design competition at the start of production, technology to foreign companies
and reliability demonstration pro- which is often where the government (14:56-61). A review of four such pro-
grams while the design is still very feels it has been "locked in" to a grams (T-33A, F-86F, P2V-7, and
volatile. It is suggested that the money specific contractor (11,13,15,21). Cur- F-104J) and a detailed study of the
saved by this approach can be applied rent DOD policy, while not advo- F-104J transfer from Lockheed to Mit-
to carrying second sources to ensure cating concurrency, does recognize subishi Heavy Industries, Ltd., pro-
that there is a competitive environment and direct that producibility and sup- vides interesting insights into the costs
further into the negotiation process portability factors be integrated in the associated with transferring technol-
(17:53-54). The second strategy re- initial design stages of the engineering ogy.
quires that the development and pro- development program. This policy is
duction phases of the program be non- set forth in new DOD Directive The overall costs of the transfer can
concurrent physically and contractual- 4245.7, "Transition from Development be broken down into two groups:
ly. It is often argued that non-concur- to Production," January 19, 1984. direct (license fees, royalties, and
rency increases the acquisition time; technical assistance) and indirect
however, the evidence from this and Licensing Arrangements and (learning-curve effects, reduced
other studies indicates that the acquisi- Competition economies of scale). The direct costs
tion times are "not appreciably" in- At the time of this next study on for the F-104 airframe and engine "
creased (17:vi). Other studies on the licensing arrangements in the late '60s, transfer were about 7.8 percent of the -.

use of prototyping and licensing ar- there were over 70 aircraft and 40 unit flyaway cost; however, an esti-
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Total Estimated TOTAL TRANSFER COSTd
Number Total U.S.

Had This Date of of This Procurement As a
Licensor Completion Aircraft Cost of Percent of

and at First Produced These Air- Estimated
Licensee Total Knockdown or Planned frames in In Total U.S.*:y.-
Worked Technical Aircraft to be Then-Year Then-Year Airframe
Together Liaison by Produced Dollarsc Dollars Procurement
Before? (man-months) Licensee by Licensee (S millions) ($ millions) Cost

No 1550 10/61 210 150 10.3 6.9

No 240 6/62 189 133 5.0 3.8
No 310 9/62 3658 256 8.6 3.4

Yes Mf 8/64 1129 51 Mf Mf
No 38 11/68 909 45 2.4 5.3
Yes 11 7/67 1019 50 1.6 3.2
Yes 175 (e) 3009 31 3.8 12.2
No 187 (9) 402 42 4.2 10.0
No 221 4/71 152 19 1.6 8.4
No 450 5/68 70 28 4.4 15.7
No 635 4/73 (f) Mf Mf (f)P

No 1327 9/72 104 144 18.9 13.1
No 495 12/71 110 142 8.3 5.8 .

d Includes license fees, royalties on completed aircraft, and extra fees, it any, for technical liaison beyond that
specified in the original contract

'Includes 165F-104S models to be deliverd through November 1975
'Data not available -

OStill in production and there is no numerical limit on allowed deliveries

mated 19 percent of that (1.5 percent) he might "work" on a project even is clear that potentially significant say- .

of the flyaway cost) was attributable though he is not required. Never- ings are possible through the judicious
to problems with cultural, language, theless. the Japanese man-hours for the use of licensing arrangements.4
and geographical separation issues that first aircraft produced were 25 percent
would result in a less costly domestic less than Lockheed's had been. The ap- The implications of this transfer of
transfer (11.139). Tooling costs (esti- parent transfer of learning from learning at relatively low costs are

* mated at 5 percent) were considered as Lockheed to Mitsubishi allowed the significant when applied to an acquisi-
indirect costs and a component of the latter to produce at lower costs than tion strategy of separating develop-learning costs because a higher invest- those incurred during Lockheed's in- ment from production. It is this point
ment in tooling/jigs would reduce the itial start-up (11:151). that provides the potential for intro-
amount of required learning (11:143). ducing powerful incentives to contrac-
In applying this concept domestically, A second study on licensing con- tors for reducing their production
the additional cost associated with ducted in 1974 summarized the results prices. It is commonly accepted that .

tooling would be the costs for the of several licensing programs as shown competition can bring cost reductions,
* soft" tooling of the developing con- in Table 3 (6:54). The average direct and yet program managers frequently

tractor that could not be turned into costs of transfer for these cases was 9.8 feel locked into the developer of a
"hard" tooling because of the shift to percent of the American procurement system at the very time when they %
a different producer. Determining the cost with a median value of 6.8 per- should be in their most competitive --

learning curve costs (i.e., manhours) cent. If competition can reduce costs posture for reducing systems costs. It
was more complicated because by 25 percent or more as other studies seems that if companies successfully

* Japanese manpower policies often pro- and former Secretary of Defense license their operations when it is to
vide a worker with a lifetime job; thus, McNamara have indicated (6:62-63), it their advantage, the government ..
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should be able to provide for potential t' " I!:' i, ,
licensing of future production. Natur- , ;:lJ.,1U 2,, ,.
ally, the licensing fees and other legit- , ; thi: ft ; lp J

'imate costs would have to be covered Kt;: ctitilt
in such a situation and could be nego-
tiated as part of the development ef-
fort. In the competitive production
market, the developer should have the
advantage of learning (which has now .\'.

been priced) over the competitors.
However, the developer is no longer in %

* the position of "sole source" and .
should price his proposal to reflect a '%, 9
competitive environment. The cruise
missile programs are a current exam- .
pie where competition and licensing
have been used to reduce costs and
maintain a broader production base.
It has been estimated that over $1.3
billion will be saved on these programs
through the use of competition in the
production phase (7:47). The study of
the late '60s summarizes this point very reduces the cost of technology transfer. requirements; 2) government involve-
well: "It is unimportant for this pur- Dews and Birkler point to Deere & ment and technical risk have more
pose that production actually be trans- Co., Honda, and Messerschmitt- than a casual relationship to cost and
ferred. What is important is that an op- Boelkow-Blohm as leaders in this field, schedule; and 3) increased competition
tion to transfer exists, and that prices In the Department of Defense, they be- through the use of licensing arrange-
are established with the knowledge lieve it will take major policy changes ments has the potential for reducing
that this potential is available to the and incentives to stimulate the defense the high-cost production portion of the
government" (11:168). industry to respond to this cost-re- acquisition process.

ducing opportunity. They view flexi- What is needed now is to apply ideas
Manufacturing Technology ble manufacturing as a real possibility such as these and other successful tech- -

The Air Force Systems Command ad- for revolutionary thinking and action. niques to a broader spectrum of pro- .
vanced technology study mentions Summary grams. Certainly, advanced technol-
manufacturing technology as a way to The preceding review of a minute ogy offers an opportunity to reduce
use technology to reduce production sample of case studies and research program costs if we apply it to that
costs. Two Rand researchers, Edmund provides interesting food for thought. goal. However, these examples high-. .

Dews and John Birkler, have taken this The studies suggest several things: 1) ot majormopportunities to
one step further in looking at how Unconventional approaches to systems reduce costs by removing the ineffi-
revolutionary thinking can be applied acquisition (such as the Agena D) of- ciencies of our acquisition process and .. ,. ..

to reduce costs. In their "Viewpoint" fer the potential for reducing costs and enhancing competition. , "
article for Aviation Week (9), they schedules while meeting performance .,
postulate that many management im-
provements being implemented today -:-:V-
have been tried before with a limited
degree of success. They argue that the
weapons acquisition process operates
in an extremely uncertain world and
constantly changing requirements will
continue to generate program instabili-
ty. In order to reduce costs in this en-vironment, a breakthrough such as I i. '' . .- :-
"flexible manufacturing" is required.

Dews and Birkler suggest the next fo-
cus for cost-reduction efforts should be 1h11 F I I i ca -' 0 t"

with the producers where computer-in- 4 % . V

tegrated design and manufacturing can ',,t',.. *-.
provide the flexibility to produce a
variety of products in a given facility .

without the high initial start-up costs
of the past. Computer-integrated de-
sign and manufacturing has the poten-
tial to facilitate competition because it ,'b:,
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Prograi Munuger's
Notebook
Continuing Progress

n the March-April issue of Pro- fies our objective of intelligent sum- Help spread the word Write a Fact
gram Manager, we presented a marization of complex material into a Sheet. Send it to Edward Hirsch, Pro-
status report on our soon-to-be concise presentation where clarity is fessor, Systems Acquisition Manage-
published Program Manager's not lost in the search for brevity. ment, DSMC, DRI, Ft. Belvoir, Va.
Notebook. We provided the first "Contract Types" is a memor jog- 22060-5426.

page of a Fact Sheet to present the for- ger and a ready reference. It provides We will announce the availability of "
mat selected. A complete Fact Sheet essential guidance and points the way the Notebooks in a forthcoming issue
appears in this supplement. for those interested in going into of Program Manager. I

We selected the Fact Sheet "Contract greater depth on the subject. For those
Types" prepared by Patricia A. Kelley, of you interested in writing a Fact
formerly a professor of system acquisi- Sheet for Program Manager's Note-
tion management at DSMC and now book, it will serve as an excellent guide
on the staff of the Army Competition concerning detail and substance to in-
Advocate. Ms. Kelley's paper exempli- clude in your paper. ., --

We solicit your contributions of Fact
Sheets on subjects of particular interest
to you and other acquisition managers.
We are particularly seeking papers on
subjects of current interest such as:

Warranties
Breakout
Competition
Streamlining

.

U Ms. Kelley has served in the U.S. Air Force Systems
Command, Aeronautical Systems Division, both as an FMS ".
manager, F-16 aircraft, and a contract negotiator for the F-15
aircraft. Before that, she was a contract negotiator for the
F-16 simulator, and in various less-than-major program of- S
fices. Ms. Kelley was a professor of acquisition management
at DSMC, and is now a GS-15 in the Research Directorate,
Office of the Army Competition Advocate, the Pentagon.
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Author, P.A. Kelley
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Version: Original

Program Manager's De.

Notebook
. DEFENSE SYSTEMS\ o ...- ,•...-..

MANAGEMENT COLLEGE

1. TITLE Vi. FAR POLICY
Incentive Contracting -incentive contracts are appropriate when a firm-fixed

price contract is not appropriate and the required serv- '
II. EFERNCESices or supplies can be acquired at lower costs and, in

certain instances with improved delivery or technical :.-
-Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) Part 16, 1984. performance, by relating the amount of profit or fee
-DOD FAR Sup, Part 16, 1984. payable under the contract to the contractor's
-Manual for Contract Pricing (ASPM #1), 1975. (Being performance.
Revised) -Fixed-price incentives are preferred when contract

* -DD/NSA Icenive ontactig Gide.Octber costs and performance requirements are reasonably
1969.

* ~(Revision due Winter 1985) cran
-The CPAF contract is suitable for use when the
likelihood of meeting acquisition objectives will be

11111. POINTS OF CO1NTACT enhanced by using a contract type that effectively
-Local Contracting Office motivates the contractor toward exceptional perform-

ance and provides the government with flexibility to
evaluate both performance and conditions under which '-'-

IV. PURPOSE AND SCOPE it was achieved.
-Provide information on incentive-type contracts.

V. DOD POLICY VII. GE-ERAL

Increases in profits or fees resulting from predeter- The two basic categories of incentive contracts are
mined, formula-type incentive provisions are authorized fixed-price incentive and cost-plus incentive. Using both 1
only because cost, performance or other contractual basic contract categories, the contracting officer issues
target or standards have been surpassed. either a contract with an incentive on cost only or a
-Contracts with performance incentives are suitable contract with incentives on cost and performance
for use in procurements where it is desired to provide parameters, also called a multiple-incentive contract.
the contractor with an incentive in the form of finan- A cost only incentive contract can be fixed-price incen-
cial reward for surpassing the stated performance tive (F) or cost-plus-incentive-fee (CPIF); a multiple or
targets, and a penalty, if appropriate, in the form of performance incentive contract can also be either FF1
decreased profit or fee for failure to achieve such targets. or CPIF. Cost only and multiple incentive contracts are
- Cost plus award fee (CAF) contracts are suitable for predetermined, formula-type contracts. During negotia
level of effort contracts for performance of services tion, an agreement is reached by the government and
where mission feasibility is established, but measure- contractor specifying the exact percentage or "share "
ment must be subjective, of any underrun or overrun from target that the con -
-Award fee provisions may be included in any type of tractor will receive or pay in the form of increasedor
contract; e.g., a CIF/AF or FPIF/AF is permissible. decreased profit or fee.
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An award fee contract differs from a predetermined, ratio, 30 cents of every dollar difference between target S
formula-type contract, which is an objective determina- and final outcome is the contractor's responsibility,
tion of the contractor's reward or penalty based on either as an addition to or reduction from target profit.
measurable performance, in that an award fee is Ceiling Price. Highest amount that the govern-
judgmentally and unilaterally determined by the govern- ment is required to pay under the contract. It overrides
ment on subjective areas of performance, and is not the sharing arrangement so that regardless of the pro- *
subject to the disputes clause. vision that the government is to share in overruns, the -- -

Incentive contracts assume the contractor will be government will not pay more than the ceiling. .. -..
motivated by the opportunity for increased profit or fee Note that the terms overrun and underrun apply -
on this contract. The government must recognize that to overrunning or underrunning the negotiated target --

external considerations of the company such as market cost, not the ceiling price; at ceiling price the FPI - -
share, technology spin-offs, overhead coverage, growth, becomes an FFP type contract.
full employment, booked sales, or corporate image may 3 h r e P ai
impact and influence contractor motivation more than
the incentive arrangement on one contract. Point of Total Assumption (PTA). Cost point at - -

which the government ceases to share in cost overruns.

VIII. PREDETERMINED, FORMULA WFE It is usually below ceiling and is often the pessimistic "
CONTRACTS cost estimate used in structuring the contract. Addi- %

tionally, once the contract has been structured, PTA can
--Fixed-Price Incentive, Cost Only be determined using this formula:

1. FPI contracts resemble FFP contracts in that the Ceiling Price - Target Price + Target Cost
contractor is obligated to perform for a specified price. PTA - Government Share
In an FFP contract this price is stated; in an FPI it is
determined by a predetermined formula, after all of the Target Price. The sum of the target cost and target
costs have been incurred. The FPI contract provides for profit.
an initially negotiated profit to be adjusted later by a This type of incentive contract is called a prede-
formula based on the relationship of actual negotiated termined, formula-type incentive as opposed to an award .
cost to target cost. fee, which is a judgmental, subjective-type incentive.

2. The following elements of an FPI are negotiated The formula, negotiated by the government and the con- '- .

together as part of the complete incentive formula be- tractor and included in the contract is, therefore,
tween the government and contractor. predetermined before contract performance is started.

The formula is used at the completion of the contract
Target Cost. Target Cost should represent the to determine the final cost to the government and the --

,est, mutually negotiated estimate of what cost will ac- final profit paid to the contractor. 9
tually be. Target cost against which the costs of per-
formance incurred by the contractor will be measured 4. A simple way to structure an FPI, cost-only in-
to determine if a reward has been earned (contractor centive contract:
incurred costs below target cost-an underrun) or if the Step 1: Estimate optimistic, pessimistic and target
contract calls for a penalty (contractor incurred costs costs. Optimistic and pessimistic cost estimates define
above the target cost-an overrun), the range of probable cost outcomes, assuming sound

Target Profit. Negotiated profit against which the management and aggressive cost control by the con-
performance rewards or penalties are applied. The DOD tractor. Pessimistic cost is usually the PTA. -

uses the weighted guidelines profit objective (DD 1547) Step 2: Establish an acceptable profit for each
to establish a prenegotiation target profit. The negotiated level of cost. Use the weighted guidelines profit objec-
target profit is adjusted by the formula negotiated be- leve o stbUsh weegiatine profit 

tween the government and contractor to determine final tveoesalhaprngitin agtpof.Pessimistic cost plus its associated profit equals ceiling
profit payable to the contractor based upon the final price.
cost outcome.

Step 3: Compute the share ratio for overruns and .,.
Share Ratio. Also known as share line, sharing underruns using the following formula:

arrangement, or sharing formula; negotiated agreement ul

to "share" any dollar differences between target and
the final cost outcome. It is expressed as a ratio of Contractor Share (CS) -

percentage share equalling 100 percent with the govern- Change in Profit or Profit .- .

ment share stated first. For example, in a 70/30 share Change in Cost Cost -.
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Profit is the difference between target profit and Range of Incentive Effectiveness (RIE). An evalua- S
optimistic profit or target profit and pessimistic profit. tion of what contract costs are likely to be. The optimistic

Cost is the difference between target cost and and pessimistic cost estimates bound the RIE.

optimistic cost or target cost and pessimistic cost. Fee Swing. Difference between maximum fee and

A share ratio for an underrun is determined by target fee or minimum fee and target fee. It also is re-

dividing the difference between target profit and op- ferred to as "fee."

timistic profit by the difference between target cost and Fee Pool. The total of fee swing; the range from
optimistic cost. minimum fee to maximum fee.

Step 4: Review the structure to determine if it 5. A simple way to structure a CPIF, cost only incen-
makes sense. tive contract: (similar to FPI structuring).

Step 5: Graph it (optional). Step I: Estimate optimistic, pessimistic and target '

Step 6: Negotiate all elements of the incentive costs. This determines the RIE.
formula as a complete package. Step 2: Establish an acceptable fee for each level

of cost. Use the weighted guidelines to establish a
prenegotiation target fee. Do not exceed max fee limi-

-Cost-Plus-Incentive-Fee, Cost-Only tations without appropriate approval.

I. A cost-plus-incentive-fee (CPIF) contract is a cost Step 3: Compute share ratio.
reimbursement contract that provides for an initially CS - fee
negotiated target fee to be adjusted later by a formula cost
based on the relationship of total allowable costs to total
target costs. It should be used when the uncertainties Step 4: Review the structure.

of contract performance and the related cost of perform- Step 5: Graph it (optional).
ance cannot be estimated with sufficient range of prob- Step 6: Negotiate all elements of the incentive for-
able cost outcomes to permit the use of any fixed-price mula as a complete package.
contract, and when an appropriate positive fee incen-
tive is likely to provide significantly more motivation 'ultiple Incentives
for cost effectiveness than is found in a CPFF contract.

2. The following fee limitations, statutorily applied to 1. Multiple incentive contracting combines the motiva-

CPFF contracts, are applied administratively to CPIF con- tion for technological progress, timely delivery, and ef-
tracts as well. fective cost control with the ultimate objective of at-

taining an appropriate balance between performance
R&D Contracts. Max fee may be no greater than schedule, and cost control-not necessarily the lowest

15 percent of target cost. cost, Obviously, in cost only incentives, the emphasis

Production Contracts. Max fee may be no greater is on the attainment of the stated performance achieve-
than 10 percent of target cost. ment level at the lowest cost.

S" 3. Elements of CPIF contracts.

Target Cost. Same as for FPI contracts. Multiple incentives should be negotiated within a
structure, which gives appropriate weight to basic pro-

Target Fee. Same as for target profit under FPI curement objectives. This includes a balancing of the
contracts. range of cost and performance goals. The proper bal-

Share Ratio. Same as for FPI contracts. ancing of objectives achieves two important results.
Minimum Fee. That fee the contractor will be paid First, it communicates the government's objectives to

once costs reach the pessimistic cost point. Beyond the the contractor; second, and of greater significance, it
pessimistic cost point, the contractor will still be paid establishes the contractor's profit or fee in direct -

the m;at mCPIF becomes relationship to the value of the combined level of
minimum fee; minimum fee the performance in all areas. It should be assumed that

the contractor will be concerned with tradeoffs between
Maximum Fee. That fee the contractor will be paid cost and performance during the execution of the con-.

if costs reach or go below the optimistic cost point, As tract; and, therefore, the multiple incentive structure p
with minimum fee, the maximum fee does not vary once should guide the contractor in revising its plans as ex-
attained. pectations change. In the absence of a clear communica

4. Other terminology associated with CPIF contracts: tion of the desired government objectives, this is im-
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possible. The contractor's program management pro- award fee can be used in other contract types, the fol- 5
cedures must provide visibility for tradeoffs. Further, lowing discussion centers on a CPAF type contract since
the time for the government to establish the desirable the FAR describes the CPAF more fully. -*

tradeoffs is prior to the award of a contract or definitiza-
tion of a change order.

1. The CPAF Contract is a cost-reimbursement type
Incentivized parameters may be system providing for a base (minimum) fee, and for an addi- S

characteristics such as range, speed, reliability, main- tional fee amount that may be awarded, in whole or
tainability, thrust and survivability or schedule delivery in part, based upon periodic evaluations of ongoing con-
dates, etc. Optimistic schedule and performance should tractor performance. A CPAF arrangement does not in-
not be easy for the contractor to accomplish, nor im- clude predetermined targets and automatic fee adjust-
possible to achieve; they should be achievable and of ment formulas; instead, the award fee determination
value to the government. is a judgmental one, made unilaterally by the

Also, the pessimistic performance and schedule government.
parameters must be acceptable; use only those that are The CPAF contract is unique in providing not only
acceptable to the government, profit (fee) motivation, but also the considerable motiva-

2. If the contract is a CPIF multiple contract, fee limita- tion resulting from periodic evaluations by the govern-
tions apply. ment. In addition, it offers significant evaluation flex-

3. Elements of multiple incentive contracts: ibility, in two forms:

FPI-same as for FPI, (i) the flexibility to evaluate on a judgmental basis,
cost only taking into consideration both contractor performance
CPIF-same as for CPIF, levels and the conditions under which such levels were
cost only achieved; and

In addition to the elements discussed previously, (ii) the flexibility to adjust evaluation criteria from

the contract will include the performance and schedule evaluation period to evaluation period, to reflect changes
parameters to be incentivized. It is best to keep the in government management emphasis or concern.
number of incentivized parameters to a minimum, 2. Elements
perhaps only 2 or 3. Incentivizing too many parameters CPAF contracts include an estimated cost, base fee,
dilutes the fee pool, resulting in a lack of true motiva- an award fee, a maximum fee (the sum of the base and
tion for the contractor. award fee amounts), and a fee payment plan. The con-

Cost is always an incentivized parameter in a multi- tract also includes a provision specifying that award fee
pie incentive contract. determinations will be made unilaterally by the desig-

4. Structuring a multiple-incentive contract is a com- nated fee determination official, in accordance with an *
plex undertaking beyond the scope of this fact sheet. approved evaluation plan, and that such determinations - .
Refer to the Manual for Contract Pricing (ASPM # 1) will not be subject to appeal under the disputes clause
or the DOD/NASA Incentive Contracting Guide. The of the contract. The performance evaluation plan norm-
"Express Value Method" and "Implied Value Method" ally is not included in the contract, thus preserving the - -

for evaluating the cost value of performance incentives government's right to alter the plan unilaterally to reflect
are described in the enclosures, any changes occurring in management emphasis or

concern.
The structuring of a multiple-incentive contract, in c

essence, answers the following three questions: The estimated cost is the same as target cost dis-
cussed earlier. The fee limitations applied to CPIF con-

a. What parameters shall be incentivized? tracts also apply to CPAF contracts. The DOD FAR Sup

b. How much money is available to use as incentive? precludes the use of weighted guidelines for determining "

c. Of that money available, how should it be a fee objective. Also, the DOD FAR Sup limits the base
distributed among the selected incentivized parameters? fee to a maximum of 3 percent of estimated costs. The

base fee may even be zero.
IX. AWARD FEE INCENTIVE CONTRACT The fee payment plan discusses the evaluation

The DOD FAR Sup states that the "award amount" periods and interim pay out periods based on those *
of the cost-plus-award-fee (CPAF) contract may be used periodic evaluations.
in conjunction with other types and kinds of contracts An evaluation plan also is developed by the govern-
for the government's benefit. While recognizing that an ment before the evaluation period it will cover. It should
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be tailored to motivate the contractor to make the best 1. The C(PAF Contract
possible uses of the company's resources to improve The CPAF contract is a cost-reimbursement type pro-
performance. It also should provide for an equitable and viding for a base (minimum) fee, and for an additional
timely evaluation process. In addition to being fair, the fee amount that may be awarded, in whole or in part,
plan should communicate plans and procedures and an- based upon periodic evaluations of ongoing contractor
ticipate the establishment of effective communications performance. A CPAF arrangement does not include

between the government monitors and the contractor. predetermined targets and automatic fee adjustment for-
Award fee contracting is advantageous because of mulas; instead, the award fee determination is a

its emphasis on communication between the parties and judgmental one, made unilaterally by the government. .

the flexibility afforded the government to change em-
phasis during contract performance. The CPAF contracts
may be attractive to industry because they allow the
contractor to earn a higher fee (for outstanding perform-
ance) than would be possible under a CPFF contract.

CPAF contracting assumes an ability to evaluate per-
formance and determine, on ajudgmental basis, whether
and to what extent such performance merits an award p
fee amount over and above the base fee established.
The award fee potential should be of sufficient amount
to reward the contractor through all levels of perform-
ance in excess of minimum acceptable. Award fee ad-
justments represent increases from base fee and de-
pending upon actual performance as evaluated in ac- P

" cordance with the evaluation plan, the contractor may
earn all, part or none of the award fee amount available.

3. Structure

The award fee requires a formalized government
evaluation structure for administration. The fee deter-
mining official (FDO) makes the final decision regarding
the award fee to be paid to the contractor based on in-
put from the contractor and the government's Perform-
ance Evaluation Board (PEB).

The FEB is established by the FDO and is responsi- L

"" ble for the development of the award fee evaluation plan,
ongoing evaluation of contractor performance, and sub-
mission of a report to the FDO.

Performance monitors, designated by the Chair of
the FEB, are responsible for monitoring, evaluating and
assessing contractor performance in their assigned
areas; periodically preparing a performance monitor
report for the PEB; and recommending any needed
changes in the evaluation plan.

IX. AWARD rEE INCENTIVE CONTRACT

The DOD FAR Sup states that the "award amount"
of the cost-plus-award-fee (CPAF) contract may be used

in conjunction with other types and kinds of contracts
for the government's benefit. While recognizing that an
award fee can be used in other contract types, the fol-
lowing discussion centers on a CPAF type contract since
the FAR describes the CPAF more fully.
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The Express Value IMethod 0

*STEP 1. Select parameters to incentivize (cost *STEP 6. Establish the relative importance of the .
must be one). incentivized parameters.

Keep it simplel Too many parameters Determine from life-cycle cost
dilute the value of the incentives, estimates the "discounted present .

*STEP 2. Establish optimistic, pessimistic, and value" of improvements for each per- .. .:

target outcomes for non-cost (perform- formance parameter.
, ance) parameters. STEP 7. Allocate the fee/profit swings among ,

Optimistic outcomes must be parameters.
achievable and be of val'ue to the Total the positive and negative ex- e
government, pressed values. Divide the positive fee
Pessimistic outcomes must be ac- swing (STEP 5) by the total of the .
ceptable to the government, positive expressed values (STEP 6).Also divide the negative fee swing by

STEP 3. Estimate target cost and target fee/profit. the total of the negative expressed -
Target cost is based on target per- values. These calculations establish
formance and represents a 50/50 the positive and negative share
chance of cost overrun versus cost ratios.
underrun. Multiply each expressed value by the
Target fee/profit is determined using contractor share to obtain the "target
weighted guidelines. fee/profit adjustment" amount for S

STEP 4. Estimate optimistic and pessimistic out- each parameter.
comes for cost. STEP 8. If the contract is FPI, calculate ceiling "

Optimistic and pessimistic costs price.
represent the range of probable (not Ceiling price (the maximum amount
possible) cost outcomes to achieve the government will pay) is the sum
target performance, assuming of pessimistic cost plus target profit
sound management and aggressive plus the positive target profit adjust-
cost control by the contractor. ment amounts for the non-cost -,-

STEP 5 Establish the fee/profit pool. parameters plus the negative target

Determine the fee/profit increase profit adjustment amount for cost. .
from target fee/profit you are willing *STEP 9. Review and refine.
to pay if the contractor actually de- Are the RIEs for all parameters
livers optimistic outcome for all pa- reasonable?
rameters. This is called the positive Are there too many incentivized --
fee/profit swing. Remember the max parameters?
fee limitation of 15 percent (R&D) (10 Araeters
percent all others) for cost reimburse- Are the implied values acceptable?
ment contracts apply.

Determine the fee/profit reduction
(from target fee/profit) you will assess
if the contractor actually delivers
pessimistic outcomes for all parame-
ters. This is called the negative Note: Asterisks denote activities in which PMO involve-
fee/profit swing. ment is essential.

Enclosure I
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Implied Value Method

STEPS 1-5. Same as expressed value method. Calculate the positive and negative .'
share ratios. (Divide the target ..

STEP 6. Establish the relative importance of the fee/profit adjustment assigned to the ".

STE .Etlihtpreteirt cost parameter by the difference be-
incentivized parameters. tween target cost and optimistic cost

If expressed values are not available, to get the positive share ratio and by
use "best judgment" to assign "rel- the difference between target cost
ative weights" to the incentivized and pessimistic cost to get the .-.-

parameters. negative share ratio.)

Calculate the implied value of each .

STEP 7. Allocate the fee/profit swings among of the incentivized parameters. .
parameters. (Divide the target fee/profit adjust-

ment amounts for each performance -"
Calculate the "target fee/profit ad- and cost parameter by the contrac -'

justment" amounts for each param- tor share.) The result is called the im-
eter by distributing the positive and tor sae The rests the m-
negative fee/profit swings to the in- ieu and repent the max-
centivized parameters in proportion i amount fon the gor . - -""
to the weights established in STEP 6. ment is willing for the contractor to

(Multiply the positive and negative s in oero acheve t oi
fee/profit swings by the weights for
each parameter.) STEPS 8 & 9.Same as expressed value method. ,-

.5,..-.

Enclosure 2
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I believe it is fair to say that General and the data were not readily available itial deliveries." (20:34). Factors that
Toomay's exhortation, "Think Revolu- for the analysis. While this may affect may affect this are differences in work-
tionary," is just as applicable to the the specifics of the analysis, it does not force policies and acquisition ap-
management process as it is to the affect the trends as developed from the proach. A greater U.S. willingness to
development of advanced technol- comparison of the European programs accept concurrent design and produc-
ogies. It is up to all of us, not just with the F-Ill data base. tion is discussed as a factor, but the
senior acquisition and program man- 3. In all fairness, it should be noted authors caution about making this gen-
agers, to "think revolutionary" and to that a later Rand study, "Multinational eralization. It is interesting to note that
act revolutionary if acquisition costs Coproduction of Military Aerospace the extreme concurrency of the F-111
are to be reduced in the future.I Systems.' R-2861-AF, October 1 program is identified as contributing to

found that European programs 'gen- major equipment problems (20:28) that
Footnotes erally encounter larger and more fre- resulted in fielding an immature sys-

1. The Lockheed Skunk Works have quent schedule slippages before initial tem. The Europeans assert willingness

had other similar successes such as the operational deliveries than do U.S. to accept results of delays in fielding

F-104, U-2, YF-12, SR-71, and many programs. United States program.ns, more mature systems with higher op
classified programs. however, experience schedule changes erational effectiveness. Even with

after deliveries begin that are similar longer European schedules, the ques-
2. The F-Ill was selected for this i tion legitimately can be asked: Is the J
study comparison because it was the slightly shorter schedule worth a 22
only major aircraft program of this European ercent-80 percent increase in costs?
time period with data available for slippage .W
Comparison. The FA was predomi- before in-. While conventional wisdom tellscompvaison. They Fevelo preomr- us that competitive procurement will

aty a.Naydvelomenprorreduce costs, at least one study found

"It is not clear whether competitive i
EF- IIA reprocurement pays off as a financial

investment on systems as complex as
missiles, because there is as yet no
evidence that internal rates of return -

.... ...... are high enough to justify the drain on
.. , front-end funds." (3:vii) This study

reviewed four earlier studies on com-
petition and tound that with the possi-

. . ... . Hi-w Me exception of electronic items, there
-. " "  was no clear evidence of savings from

., competition. The study concluded that
-, %. ,, , t-i "- competition prior to full-scale develop- . .

-P " ment is relatively inexpensive and has
widely perceived benefits, but the costs
increase and the perceived benefits de-
crease as the development process.
moves on to the production phase.
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Status Report on
A cquisition Streamlining

cquisition streamlining, as team focused on reduction of contract specified requirements for items to becretyenvisioned in the documentation and non-cost-effective procured." Considering the magnitude *"
Department of Defense contract requirements. The current ac- of these requirements documents, an
(DOD), involves "the evolu- quisition streamlining efforts are a con- accurate assessment of the number of
tionary development and op- tinuation of the actions taken on this specifications and drawings requiring

timization of acquisition program re- initiative, refinement is not economically feasi-
quirements for cost-effective con- ble. However, this should not deter
tracts."' It involves taking action to In recent months, the Office of the beoer, this sou tdeter

precude r eiminte on-cst-Secretary of Defense (OSD) has been anyone from taking positive steps to
preclude or eliminate non-cost- Secrey odo something about the deplorable *
effective requirements in design" placing increased emphasis on acquisi- situation that exists today.
development, and production. The tion streamlining because it is vital that
primary actions that can betaken are: both solicitations and contracts be Five basic causes of the problem

"streamlined." When streamlining have been identified. They are:
-Specify requirements in terms of takes place, both counterproductive 1. An overly conservative design
mission performance. and overspecified requirements are approach.

-Preclude premature require- eliminated. Most of us in the acquisi-
ments. tion management business recognize 2. A failure to challenge re-quirements during design and
--Tailor requirements. the need to take some kind of positive ur es rn si a

action that will result in more efficient development.
-Limit the contractual applicability of practice. 3. Buying drawings that have been

"* referenced documents. Deputy Secretary of Defense outdated because of new technology or

Such streamlining can be augmented William H. Taft IV has been taking the advances in operational requirements.
by utilizing a contractor's ingenuity lead in trying to reduce over-specified 4. Inadequate technical data with
and experience to arrive at cost- and non cost-effective acquisition re- which to access specifications.
effective design approaches while the quirements. In a memorandum dated 5. Inadequate resources to staff
decision-making authority of the November 8, 1984, he expressed con-
government program manager remains cern about the high cost of acquisition maeia.eves
intact on a new program. The program requirements, particularly in the Deputy Secretary Taft identified
manager should start by placing suffi- defense systems that have been fielded, several areas where action can be -;.
cient emphasis on streamlining during taken. He requested that the following "" ' "emphasis On December 4, 1984, Deputy actions be taken:

* the development of mission perform- a""bt"
ance requirements for a new defense Secretary Taft issued a memorandum
system or equipment. The candidate assessing what had happened as a -Challenge requirements in specifica--.

specifications should be justified on a result of his initial memorandum per- tions and standards.
case-by-case basis. Department of taining to fielded systems. The second -Conduct technical reviews and
Defense Directive 5000.1, dated March memorandum identified where to place assess reasonableness of cost. -
29, 1982, supports this approach. It the emphasis to address the issue prop- -Conduct value engineering
states that "effective design.. .shall be erly. Mr. Peter Yurcisin, director of throughout the life cycle of a defense
obtained to the maximum extent prac- standardization and acquisition sup-
ticable to ensure that defense systems port was identified as the point of con- system program.
are cost-effective and are responsive to tact for reduction of over-specified and -Upgrade the technical review
mission needs." non-cost-effective requirements on capability of any organization that is

systems that have already been fielded, responsible for procurement of
Among the 32 Carlucci initiatives set replenished items.

forth in April 1981, Number 14, entitl- Deputy Secretary Taft said that -In program management education,
ed "Reduce Number of DOD Direc- there are more than 40,000 military present techniques for assessing the
tives and Eliminate Non-Cost-Effective specifications and standards in the reasonableness of the design and pro-
Contract Requirements," zeros in on Defense Standardization and Specifica- duction approaches because they affect

acquisition streamlining. The team tion Program, and "there are literally the cost of a defense system. L
assigned to this initiative reviewed 132 millions of DOD acquired contractor- the.cost.of _ade:ense,'ystem.

acquisition directives and recom- generated item drawings which may 1. Based on definition in the proposed
mended 31 for cancellation. Then, the contain problems in terms of over- DOD Directive.

Program Manager 21 July-August 1985 ..
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On December 5, 1984, a memoran- The advocates met with Dr. Stimson and production phases designated for O
dum on the subject of eliminating non- on February 25, and the first report to "streamlining." That has been done "
cost-effective contract requirements Deputy Secretary Taft was submitted and, instead of the 12 programs
was issued by Deputy Secretary Taft. by Dr. Stimson on March 5 through originally identified as candidates for ...- -
In this memorandum, he said that the Dr. James P. Wade, acting under streamlining, there are now 33. The
most significant long-term solution to secretary of defense for research and programs will be identified specifical- ""'" ""
eliminating these requirements was engineering. The acquisition streamlin- ly later in this report.
adherence to the approach set forth in ing advocates have continued to meet The January-February and March-
the DOD streamlining initiative (the regularly to develop a uniform policy. April issues of Program ManagerDEPSECDEF memorandum dated Jan- "-.uary 11, 1984). The approach calls for The momentum of the streamlining highlighted the subject, "Acquisition
uarntyin 11984The oc hetiv cafor- effort is accelerating. At the outset, the Streamlining." In the lead article of the .' *..'

identreify mntsing the mostcost-effvea advocates were asked to increase the January-February issue, Deputy
desinstract s. requiremen r te ey number of programs in demonstra- Secretary Taft was quoted as saying,
desinustage.nthe eceetr 5t mse- tion/validation, full-scale development "Since we at DOD must exercise more
orandum, Deputy Secretary Taft asked
that the services accelerate and inten-
sify the acquisition streamlining ac-
cording to this initiative. Chart 1. Programs Targeted for

On December 6, 1984, Deputy Streamlining
Secretary Taft announced that acquisi- May 1985
tion streamlining would be one of the
top initiatives during this administra- ARMY
tion. The emphasis within OSD will be "" """ "•ot
on working with the advocates to ex- Experimental Light Helicopter
pand the number of programs, final- Advanced Anti-Tank Weapon System
izing DOD policy and guidance, Family of Medium Tactical Vehicles
developing parameters for measuring Joint Tactical Missile System
effective streamlining implementation, Light-Weight Air Defense System
coordinating a DOD-wide training Armored Gun System -
program, and developing incentives
for DOD personnel. NAVY

The OSD focal point for the acquisi- Undergraduate Jet Flight Training System (T-45)
tion streamlining effort is Dr. Richard Joint Services Advanced Vertical Lift Aircraft Program (V-22)
A. Stimson, OUSDRE(AM)IP. As Replacement Inner Zone Air ASW Vehicle (CVIZ Helo)
such, Dr. Stimson will work with the Amphibious Assault Ship (Multipurpose)
military departments, through stream- AE36 (Ammunition Ship)
lining advocates, to finalize the Patrol Combatant Multi-Mission Ship
streamlining initiative. He began to Advanced Tactical Aircraft
provide periodic status reports to the Worldwide Info System (WIS) Modernization
deputy secretary of defense in March. Afloat Correlation Program
These reports will contain the plans EHF SATCOM Terminals
and accomplishments of the military Relocatable Over the Horizon Radar
departments in acquisition Ship Launched Electronic Decoy
streamlining. RP3D Research Aircraft

Each service has appointed a VH-60 Presidential Helicopter
streamlining advocate. They are:

-Army: Mr. Roy D. Greene, assist- AIR FORCE
ant deputy chief of staff for program
management, Army Materiel Corn- Advanced Tactical Fighter - -

mand (DE-P). Integrated Electronic Warfare System . -.-

-Navy: Mr. Gerard C. Hoffmann Worldwide Info System (WIS) Modernization
Advanced Medium Range Air-to-Air Missile Production Program 0 -navy acquisition streamlining ad- Advanced Tactical Fighter Engine

vocate, Office of Naval Acquisition Peacekeeper ICBM Program
Support (OSD), Department of the Accelerated Small ICBM ProgramNavy. MILSTAR -...-.-

-Air Force: Colonel James J. Local On-Line Networking System
Lindenfelser, director of program in- Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar System
tegration, Office of the Deputy Chief Anti-Radiation Missile Decoy
of Staff for Research, Development, Titan T34D7 Space Booster
and Acquisition, Headquarters, U.S. Air Force Mini-Computer User System
Air Force.

Program Manager 22 July-August 1985 -"-
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discipline in determining what -

capabilities we need, we also must ex- Chart 2. Military Standards That May
ercise more discipline in trying to direct Require Revision
how those capabilities should be Reur Rvso
achieved." This sets the stage, and the
performance should follow. By May of MIL-STD-245, "Statement of Work'
this year, the Army increased the num- MIL-STD-499, "System Engineering Management" p.
ber of programs it originally planned
to subject to streamlining from 4 to 6; MIL-STD-480, "Configuration Control-Engineering Changes, Deviations
the Navy increased its target from 4 to and Waivers" .-.-4.
14; and the Air Force increased its tar- MIL-STD-490, "Specification Practices" (Program Peculiar) -
get from 6 to 13. The programs tar- -' " %
geted for streamlining, by service, are MIL-STD-961C, "Preparation of Military Specifications"
shown on Chart 1. MIL-STD-962A, "Preparation of Military Standards and Handbooks"

Deputy Secretary Taft continued to
press for streamlining throughout the MIL-STD-963, "Preparation of Data Item Descriptions"
winter and spring of 1985; speeches MIL-STD-1521B, "Technical Reviews and Audits"
and magazine articles, and actions
taken by OSD and the services, have
kept the subject alive. It also has been streamline solicitations and contracts
kept alive through the efforts of peo- to eliminate counterproductive and
pie in industry such as Mr. Brent A. overspecified requirements." It is of
Hardesty, corporate director, Tech- paramount importance that we place
nical Management Systems, McDon- a limit on the contractual applicabili-
nell Douglas Corporation. As chair- ty of documents referenced in specifi-
man of CODSIA Task Group 23-83, cations and standards. The inadvertent
he has been directly concerned with the establishment of contract requirements . . . stlea mlining
streamlining initiative since 1983. Mr. by indirect referencing is a costly, ll take place
Hardesty views streamlining as: counterproductive effort. The final
-Changing attitudes. determination of which contract re- if we start byquirements will apply on a specific if""e'"'.....by

-Removing barriers to smooth flow. program will continue to be the pre- chlaugiug attitudes.
-Eliminating turbulence. rogative of the government program
-Making simpler or more efficient. manager.
-Reducing to a minimum. (See Streamlining, page 31)
-Stripping of non-essentials.

According to Mr. Hardesty, stream- U Mr. Acker is a professor of engi-
lining will take place if we start by neering management, Research Direc-
changing attitudes." torate, DSMC.

Department of Defense Directive
4120.21, Streamlining Requirements The Department of Defense
for Cost-Effective Acquisitions, has
been written and a draft should be Streamlining Initiative
ready for formal coordination in July.
If approved, the directive will be issued mUtilize contractor ingenuity and experience government program manager
early in the government's new fiscal decision-making authority.
year. mEncourage contractors to critique draft RFPs.

In addition to the directive, DOD
handbook, DOD-HDBK-248 B, is in ESpecify what is needed, rather than "how-to."
preparation. Formal coordination of oSpecify system-level functional requirements at onset of development.
the handbook is expected to begin in ERequire contractors to tailor during one phase for application to the next.
September.

There are8 military standards being -Preclude premature application of MIL-SPECS and MIL-STDs... identify for
reviewed for possible revision to sup- guidance for demonstration/validation, tailored for full-scale development.
port the streamlining initiative. The -,Limit contractual applicability to one level of references. -..,-,-
tandards are identified in Chart 2." "-" "

tnPursue economically producible, operationally suitable and field supportable
On June 3, 1985, Deputy Secretary designs.

Taft issued a memorandum on the sub-
ject. "Acquisition Streamlining." He mAssure complete production specifications while providing contractor flex-

ibility to optimize design."-.---"
stated that "it is vital that we ityo ize sg

Program Manager 23 Jzuly-August 1%S5 '
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Where'5 the Map?
Roland P. Swank

The way to control acquisition design a bridge, a skyscraper or an rive decisions to be made, that detailed .-
cost is to control the Mission airplane without the use of equations. c,-,ntributions and effects of each
Assurance Probability ("The The particular materials used, their source influencing the final outcome
MAP"). Decision Technology1  condition, size and shape must be should be known. Then, as with tech-

provides the information needed to specifically determined and any source nical equations, the "decision equa-

make correct decisions with of potential effect must be analyzed to tion" can be used to determine just

confidence. determine how it is to be controlled or what is actually needed, and how
whether it is to be used at all. much, to accomplish the desired result! P s satedby mny cngresmenwithin the constraints of time and cost. "--

s taed byeareny onesen o Are decisions any different? Don't
and Department of Defense of- they represent the sensitive integration PhilosophyAhe withinen the constraint ofntiegandcost
iIruns, poor quality performance of many factors such as user inten- How many times have we looked .

tions, requirements, technology back on those things that caused high I...
and degraded results are haunt- capabilities, technology applications, costs, cost overruns, poor quality per-

ing today's weapon systems and it -
seems to be getting worse." Why do producing methods, control pro- formance, and/or degraded results and
sesobe tins turne" i o uch cedures and results verification? It realized they could have been avoidedso m e acq u isitio n s tu rn in to su chif d f e nt ec s o s h d b n m a ?

debacles? seems only logical, in order for effec- if different decisions had been made?

There Is a Reason and a Solution

facets of life, making it necessary to

formally address the technical cause
-."' '"':. and effect details. It is not possible to ,

5-..':-
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How many coaches, after the game, shows where each alternative action, severest of handicaps. Without using
have muttered, "If only..."? Since this activity, task and function leads, thus a sophisticated too] with which to ap-
is unfortunately an all too common allowing you, as the decision-maker, ply their talents effectively, results
syndrome, it makes one wonder why to find the best (]ow cost) route to your have been far better than might be

* suffering the painful results of inade- destination and avoid (failures) getting expected.
quate decisions is necessary. Wouldn't lost.
it be better to recognize the potential When the root cause of failure is
results beforehand and modify the ap- Weapon system acquisitions, in ultimately exposed, it often only re--
proach to avoid difficulties? many instances, have fallen far short quires simple common sense to pro-

of desires and it only seems natural duce a better decision. Today's less-
The MAP (Mission Assurance that those who have managerial than-expected performance and
Probability) Can Predict the Suc repnsibility should receive the higher-than-expected expenditures,
cess of Decisions and Show the blame. But, if one considers the func- coupled with obvious after-the-fact
Consequences of Going Astray tional restraints, the highly complex

Like a road map, from which you environment, and the imprecision of
locate your destination and plan the communications, decision-makers
route to get there, a Decision MAP have been doing a superb job under theW

p • %

0*0

'4-4
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needed to make and carry out proper

Figure 1: Risk Value Chart decisions.

10 HI Why Is It Impossible

HI HI to Reasonably
Estimate These Assurance

HIGH Amounts?
This becomes evident when it is

VALUE realized that the amount of
ASSURANCE existing equates to a
constant which is raised to a variable

UJ exponential power. The numerical
U value of this exponential power is-J N

4C Idetermined by the sizes of the existing
E uncertainty and margin, plus another

* Rfactor which itself results from an ex-
T ponential power reflecting the quanti-

-I TAL ty of experience existing. Since con-
--INtrolling uncertainty, margin and expe-

cc rience is what achieves ASSURANCE,cm it follows that the amount of assurance
produced can not be accurately deter-
mined without using an equation.
When the luxury exists for including
excess margin, providing inordinate

RIS Zcontrol of uncertainty, and including
VALUE 11*1. superfluous testing, and all are done

simultaneously, this may provide an
LO L0 unknown high level of assurance.

However, experience has shown that
LO COST OF CONSEQUENCE HI the actual assurance existing can vary

between 20% and 99+ % when any or
all of these three elements are modified

identified causes, would lead one to decisions necessary to achieve the for project efficiency. This ambiguity
ask, "What Ever Happened to Coin- desired results. These quantifications about the amount of assurance existing
mon Sense?" Looking at scientific are in the form of the probability or can and does allow intolerable conse- , .
progress, successful application of assurance of achieving the defined ob- quences to occur.
most technologies comes from the in- jective and they directly relate with all quncs o ccr
troduction of accurate numbers to of those considerations a decision- Mechanism - -

sound concepts. The same must occur maker must deal with. For instance: When a situation is approached for Sfor common sense to triumph. It must -What is the effect of the design making a decision, the logic is to rule
be scientifically generated with ac- margin being reduced by 4.5% to out the extremes and then concentrate
curate numbers and by qualified peo- allow a less-expensive material to be on those areas where the capabilities
ple. Lack of numbers, wrong numbers, used? exist to precisely control the influences
or even correct numbers misinter- -What amount of control does it take having the major effect on the success-
preted can derail a concept or plan to achieve a 99.76% probability for ful outcome of the decision. This can

- regardless of how much common sense system operational success? be illustrated on the Decision Technol-
itmakes. Anyone can generalize where -How much extra assurance and ogy Risk Value Chart shown in Figure
they are going, some better than what kind is obtained by running 10 1.
others. But, on high-risk, high-conse- tests instead of 37 Risk value has two components, the
quence endeavors wouldn't it be ad- -What performance measurement is Ri v a halwocmponnd the
vantageous to have a precise quanti- needed, at what phase and under what probability of a failure occurring and
tative MAP to provide the visibility for conditions to best verify system the cost of the consequence if the
identifying the high-risk and non-con- acceptability failure does occur. Looking at the --

tributing areas before they jeopardize -What verification and control func- chart, it can be seen that if the prob-
- success and or inflate cost? tions can be reduced or eliminated and ability of failure is low and the cost of

consequence is low or insignificant,MAP Philosophy still have the system meet its assurance there is a low risk value and a decision
The philosophy of the MAP is to objective? is easy-DO IT! Conversely, if the

provide the decision-makers with a probability of failure is high and the
quantitative understanding of the con- When the decision-makers are pro- cost of the consequence is high or ex-
tributions or effects of all involved vided with the quantitative answers to treme, there is a high-risk value and

-. considerations, putting them in the these and many similar questions, they the decision is equally easy-DON'T " -
• best position possible for making the will have the information and support DO IT!
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In-Between, Decisions are Figure 2: Statistical Management Chart
Uncertain

These uncertain decisions usually
are critical and tend to consume'the 100
major effort and expense of any 2. 3.
endeavor. Consider the type of deci-
sions you are called upon to make.
Don't you find the troublesome ones
would fall in the central uncertain
area?

Obviously, all managers would like
to have the quantified assurance prob- 7
abilities of successful performance in
this uncertain area. It would enable 90
them to avoid the risks that lead to .
failure and cost-overrun headlines. Un- '-
fortunately, very few managers realize 21.
that such a quantification can be O 1. INADEQUATE ASSURANCE
achieved. G 2. REFINED DESIGN

ac /3. UNWARRANTED EXPENSE
is.The good news is that quantification
is not only possible but is available
through decision-technology meth-
odology. Required data, necessarily 80
used but not normally documented in
project data systems, are processed
through unique analysis techniques COST
and provide assurance determinations
in a useful and structured form.
Whether the determined assurance
levels are 20%, 70%, or 99.99+%,
when they are presented in the deci- __._.-

sion-technology format with the
source back-up information, they are -Project phase--scientific research, approaches to be used to attain them.
completely understood and readily concept development, hardware Its accomplishments lie in its ability to
accepted, development, production, operations quantify the probability of the propos-

and phase out. ed approaches successfully meeting the
The bad news is that even thoughplneobctv.Frhitdnifs

decision technology has been proved -Performance quality enhance- planned objective. Further, it identifies
productive in over 80 applications, ment-increased operational capabil- the effects on the success probability
currently it is not being effectively im- ities, documented operational capabil- resulting from incremental changes in

plemented to help control the trouble- ities and limitations, and/or reduction the existing approaches and is able to . - .,.

some aspects of the National Defense of failures by 10 to I and up to 100 to precisely link these changes with their .
Acquisition Program. 1 or more. incumbent costs. The resulting output

is the Statistical Management Chart .%
Accomplishments -Cost savings-1s of thousands, shown in Figure 2 where the intended .

100s of thousands, millions and up to objective, mission assurance proba-The scope and versatility of the 10s of millions or more. blti hw steodnt o m

process can be shown through the T
description of the characteristics that -Time savings-hours, days, weeks, phasis and clarity. When effort is ap-- have been associated with the applica- and months, plied properly, mission probability of "."-'

tions already accomplished. Maybe -Degree of involvement-one item, success should increase with cost.° there are some conditions or desires in trouble-shooting, point-in-time status, Probability of Success".-..
the following list that relate to your project phase and beginning to end for :","-

areas of interest: a complete weapon system project. At Point 1, there is inadequateForulain deisinsis brad assurance (high-risk value boundary)
-Hardware levels-materials, parts, Fomltn eiin sabodwhile at Point 3, there is unwarranted "

components, subassemblies, systems subject. From the previous experience expense (low-risk value boundary).
and weapon systems or overall listed above, it can be seen that deci- The most favorable condition for a•
projects. sion technology has had a broad spec- decision (refined design) is at Point 2, ..a-Functional systems-mission re- trum of application up to this time. which can be identified by many

quirements, manufacturing pro- Why is the decision-technology ef- names, such as best value, "kneeofthe

cedures, process control, quality con- fort so minimal? This is explained by curve," point of diminishing returns, .,"..trol, assembly, design, screen-testing, the fact that it neither creates the ideas optimum balance of value and cost,
and verification testing. for accomplishment nor determines the etc. The assurance levels along the
Program Manager 27 July-August 1985 ph'nae
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Figure 3A: Where's the Map?

COST ELEMENTS M.A.P._HIGH COST__
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* Overtesting
- Over Design GENERAL: %

•Redundancy -Met Specs
* Over Scope Q * Followed ,
* Etc. Instructions

UNEPETE * Compled withUNEXPECTED CDContract ':::

* Failures * Verified
Redesign Conformance

* Rework * Etc.
* Replace 70% 80% 90% 100%
OEtc.

MISSION ASSURANCE PROBABILITY

MAIN FRAME ELECTRONICS POWER •.-..

COST: BASIC COST: BASIC COST: BASIC
UNNECESSARY UNNECESSARY UNNECESSARY . .,'

UNEXPECTED UNEXPECTED UNEXPECTED
M.A.P. M.A.P. M.A.P. ,

UNOUANTIFIED UNQUANTIFIED UNOUANTIFIEO

STRUTS COMPUTER GENERATOR
COSTS COSTS COSTS
M.A.P. - ? M.A.P. -

MATERIAL ELEMENTS CORE
COSTS COSTS COSTS
M.A.P.- ? M.A.P. M.A.P. .

g I IIII I
I g I I I
I 0 00.

curve are substantiated by the detailed and high costs along with unknown before they can cause the performance
description of what is required from and unacceptable quality of perform- and cost problems that are so familiar
each contributor to achieve them. ance leading one to ask: "Where's the today.

A comparison of the assurance/cost MAP?" On the other hand, with the A.l"a-_n
expectations and results with and Decision Technology MAP as shown Applications
without using decision technology is in Figure 3B, the contributed value to To do everything on everything
shown in Figures 3A and 3B. In this mission assurance probability of each would obviously be impractical. Also,
case, the managerial objective of con- activity is known and selected to it is not necessary to analyze
trolling cost is emphasized by having achieve desired results, and cost is con- everything in detail, but it is necessary
cost on the ordinate. Without decision trolled through knowing the cost of the to consider in some form every possi- "

technology, costs can ramble and com- activities. In addition, the decision- ble eventuality. For all but a few pro-
pound and performance difficulties can technology process provides an excel- ,"__"-"_.
emerge from many areas, as indicated lent opportunity for potential delete- 0 Mr. Swank is vice president of Ap-
in Figure 3A. This can lead to inflated rious effects to surface and be handled plied Common Sense, Inc., Paoli. Pa.
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Figure 3B: Here's the Map'

COST ELEMENTS M.A.P._,'.__ _ _ _ _
I. w* .*j

" BASIC ESTABLISHED
THROUGH
QUANTITATIVE
DETERMINATION

OVERALL SUCCESS
o.3 PROBABILITY

_JJC)-99.2%

70% 60% 90% 100%

MISSION ASSURANCE PROBABILITY ._

MAIN FRAME ELECTRONICS POWER .

COST: BASIC COST: BASIC COST: BASIC
M.A.P. M.A.P. M.A.P.

99.7% 99.6% 99.9%

STATUS COMPUTER 1GENERATOR
COST COST COST

M.A.P. -99.9% M.AP. - 99.8%J M.A.P. - 99.95%,
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M.A.P. - 99.9% M.A.P. - 99.9% M.A.P. - 99.96%
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gram elements, the conditions are such accomplished through the decision- mal application of decision technology
that there is little need for any more technology process. can provide the added precision, sen-
than a conscious consideration of the sitivity, and visibility needed to
possibility. It can be intuitively An excellent mechanism for develop efficient and acceptable
recognized that the existing uncertain- systematically screening the planned or decisions.
ties can be handled by the extra existing situations is the new DOD
capability included (margin), and there Directive 4245.7, "Transition from Likewise, DOD Directive 5000.2,
generally is ample experience to have Development to Production," 2 which "Major System Acquisition Pro-
confidence that these values are truly provides critical path templates to cedure," calls for the review of specific "
representative, isolate specific areas of consideration. accomplishment characteristics that

Again, in most cases, these areas can are generally recognized as being
The Horseshoe Nail" Can Be be handled intuitively; but, when there necessary to know before building on
Overlooked! are extenuating circumstances, outside them in subsequent program phases.

Salient elements of assurance must pressures, weak communications, Decision technology provides the in-
be reviewed systematically and the complex issues, limited capabilities, formation on the degree of achieved
critical areas resolved completely as is and/or critical consequences, the for- assurance and cost that the DSARC
Program Manager 29 July-August 1985
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Figure 4: Decision Technology Function

ACQUISITION SCOPE STATISTICAL
MANAGEMENT CHART

Missions Practices Environments 100
Testing Experience Requirements 2. 3.
Budgets Knowledge Specifications
Quality Reliability System Design
Schedule Operations Basic Design ".
DSARC Purchasing Manufacturing In
Bid Cost Model Source Selection
Policy Politics Contracting COE
Etc. Etc. Etc. .1.z

(#280

COST

INPUT ' OUTPUT

DECISION-TECHNOLOGY
PROCESS

review process seeks. The information It has been found in the application ty. Because of the need to develop a
is presented in a form that can be used of the decision-technology process that philosophy, a concept, and the func-
to satisfy the intent of these reviews, for almost every failure, when the tional systems to handle widely diverse

causes were identified, there was ade- and complex decisions, the formula-
The basic logic and format of the quate information available before- tion of such a system tool took more

decision-technology methodology can hand that identified the high risk area, than 10 years of evolutionary develop-
help to provide an efficient and This might be the same as running out ment. As shown in Figure 4, decision
uniform method of addressing all of gas on the turnpike even though the technology interfaces with many influ-
issues. As everyone knows, there are gas gauge reads near empty before it encing factors, evaluating and inte-
no such things as absolute answers, but happens. The reason these high-risk grating them to provide the assur-
the current process of finding out the areas do not get properly addressed is ance/cost sensitivity for management
viability of a decision through actual that there does not exist a method to decision support. Formalizing the
experience can range from insignifi- identify their true criticality, and/or to documentation and procedures for the
cant, through unacceptable, to catas- communicate the true situation with almost limitless applications, and
trophic. For instance, you wouldn't enough precision to precipate correc- training specialists to perform the
want to perform a trial operation, tive action. analyses and handle the implementa-

possbly iskng amajo poer-panttion, could require an extended periodpossibly risking a major power-plant Just Identifying a High Risk Area of time.
failure, without knowing and under- Is Not Enough
standing the risk values of operation Too Many Decisions Are
ahead of time. When severe costs of There must be, as decision Inadequate
consequences are likely to result, the technology provides, a description of I
quantitative probability of this should what makes a high-risk area and by Now is the time to provide decision-
be known in advance, if possible, and how much. When this is known, it makers with the support they need. It
corrective action taken, if necessary. should provide the understanding of is recommended that the decision sup-
It might be the same as considering what must be changed, and by how port system be implemented in three
driving 20 feet behind a car on the much, to achieve the results desired. forms so that critical decisions could
turnpikebe enhanced immediately, and all deci-hasn't occurred yet. There is enough Recommendations sions could continue to improve until

tension developed from the recognized Having a formal, well-documented the full potential of the discipline could
risk that the conditions should be system for providing management be achieved.
changed before the inevitable happens. decision support is an ultimate necessi- -First, decision-makers and program
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analysts can use informational brief- program assurance/cost MAP; again, Achieve High-Quality
,. ings on decision-technology techniques immediate benefits can be obtained Weapon System Performance "..'

and language to clarify the specific and on-line supported training can ad- at Reduced Cost
elements involved in formulating deci- vance the time for self-sustained Reduce and control cost through -
sions. Even though these elements are implementation. control of mission assurance probabili-
used now in one form or another, the ty. If costs and/or performance on a
briefing will provide a formal defini- -Third, program management and project are not what they should be,
tion of each element and show how decision-makers can acquire the proje t re t h tte ude,-

'. they are interrelated, thus creating a benefits through the services of outside the question to raise to better under-
.... uniform language for integrating and professionals. These services can be stand the situation and support the

communicating all considerations, implemented through the mechanism decisions made is: Where's the
-'" •This level of understanding alone has of the Value Engineering Change Pro- map?"•

lead to many significant improve- posal DARS; in most instances, high- Notes
ments. quality performance can be achieved 1. See R.P. Swank, "Assurance Ad- 0

for the project while resulting in a net ministration An Integral Part of
-Second, program analysts and savings. Decision technology provides Program Management," National
management support specialists can t c - s"-"e,1
acquire formalized training in the the decision-makerswith the informa- Defense, October 1981.
disciplines of decision technology and tion and visibility to make these 2. See "Solving the Risk Equation in
the production of the statistical man- choices with a high degree of con- Transition from Development to Pro-
agement chart for the integrated pro- fidence. duction," DOD Directive 4245.7;
gram assurance/cost MAP; again, in Any one, or any combination of the product of Defense Science Board Task
the disciplines of decision technology three recommendations, can bring the Force, May 25, 1983, Chairman,
and the production of the statistical benefits of the MAP to the decision- William J. Willoughby, Jr., Naval
management chart for the integrated making process. Material Command.

Streamlining
(Continued from page 23) O

To implement the new policy, Depu- unless they are specifically called out resulting contracts for new defense sys-
ty Secretary Taft said: in the contract. tems and equipment issued after

-Prior to full-scale development, -During production, those September 30, 1985.
military specifications and standards specifications, standards, and refer- This was the situation in mid-June.
shall be cited for guidance only. enced documents, to the tier identified We will have a directive and a revised

-During full-scale development, as the baseline, shall be considered handbook soon. Thirty-three pro-
the contractual applicability of contractual requirements for both pro- grams will be subjected to scrutiny by
specifications, standards, and related curement and reprocurement. those who advocate streamlining. The
documents shall be limited to those Deputy Secretary Taft indicated that applicability of standards and
cited in the contract and specified por- this policy will apply to "ex.isting pro- specifications in new contracts will be
tions of documents directly referenced grams identified to implement acquisi- challenged. The program management
(first-tier reference). All second-tier ref- tion streamlining." In addition, this courses at DSMC will emphasize the
erences shall be for guidance only policy will apply to solicitations and need for acquisition streamlining.

Security
(Continued trom page 5)

is still unfinished business. As Presi- It is not the military strength of the Together they send a clear signal of
dent Reagan said recently, "There is United States and our allies, then, that confidence in ourselves.
one boundary which Yalta symbolizes offers the greatest challenge to the In summary, I believe that with a
that never can be made legitimate, and Soviet Union. The Soviet leaders know renewed confidence in ourselves, with

that is the dividing line between that we do not seek to control our our strength restored and with a farfreedom and repression." neighbors or theirs. greater understanding of a system with
One final thought. We must No, our challenge is that we, too, characteristics and imperatives far dif-

recognize that Soviet claims about the have staked a claim to the future. We ferent from our own, America and its
inevitable victory of communism and believe that political and economic allies and friends can look forward to
the futility of resistance do not confer liberty and individual human freedom exciting new prospects for peace and
legitimacy on Soviet leaders and their for all, if not the world's inevitable cooperation in this decade and
repressive machinery of internal securi- future, are, nevertheless, the world's beyond..
ty. For they have been elected, not by best future. We hold this belief so
the people, but by the small number strongly, so confidently, that we put
of their associates who feel that the in- it constantly to the test in our free press
exorable forces of history-as they and our free elections and in countless ",.
read it-are on their side. other ways we all take for granted.
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he use of personal computers contain about 50,000 to 100,000 words
, f.-is rapidly expanding and the and can rapidly show misspelled words
* program office should be no and typographical errors. However, a

""exception. In fact, most pro- spelling checker will not alleviate the
""gram offices are already ac- requirement to proofread your
complishing a significant portion of documents; for example a simple B
their daily work with computers. typographical error where the r and o
Every word processor is a computer are transposed (spelling "form") will be BOARD
and in many cases, although unkown recognized by the spelling checker pro-

, to program office personnel, these gram as a legitimate word. Still, a
machines can provide significant addi- spelling checker program will expedite
tional capabilities to the program off- proofing of documents.
ice. Office personnel should not be in- Electronic Mail signatures, pictures, drawing photos,
timidated by a lack of computer maps, etc., can not be transmitted.
knowledge. Expertise in computer Closely related to word processing However, the data form application

_ hardware and software is not required, functions is the use of a personal com- programs such as spreadsheets can also
and the application programs dis- puter for electronic mail. Most pro- be transmitted via electronic mail be-
cussed here are generally user friendly, gram office personnel have used a fac- tween two computers. Each computer
requiring minimal knowledge of simile to electronically send a docu- can then independently act upon this
computers.' ment they have prepared to another information.

office where it is urgently needed.
Word Processing Often the process must be repeated Another subset of electronic mail is

As mentioned above, word pro- several times to ensure that a readable the use of computer bulletin boards.
. cessors are computers and the virtues copy is received. This same transmis- Numerous computer bulletin boards

of a word processor are well known. sion of a critical document can be ac- exist across the country. Some are
The point for a program manager is complished via the personal computer. commercial, requiring access fees, and
that word-processing software is others may be accessed at no charge.
availiable for personal computers, that Public domain application programs
is equal to, or more capable than, the and templates for use with many of the
dedicated word processors found in more sophisticated application pro-
program offices. Therefore, when a grams can be taken via modem and us-
new word processor is needed, pro- E ed as needed. These bulletin boards are
gram managers would be wise to con- also a source of computer expertise if -

sider a personal computer that can pro- you have questions for which you can
vide the additional capabilities listed not readily find an answer. One exam-
below, in addition to word processing. pIe is the National Bureau of Standards
In the interim since word processors (NBS) which maintains a bulletin
are computers, program managers can board for the expressed interest of
check and see if other application soft- facilitating an exchange of informa-
ware is availaible which can be used By use of a modem (modulator tion, ideas, and services associated
on their current word processors. For demodulator) the information that was with use of computers in the govern-
example, many of the applications created by the personal computer's ment workplace. General Services Ad-
listed below are available and will word processor is sent over a telephone ministration is now collaborating with
work on office equipment currently connection to another modem and the NBS in maintaining an office

* utilized as dedicated word processing computer. Once the document is automation and information manage-
equipment. received, it is printed out on the re- ment exchange via the bulletin board.

ceiving computer's printer. In addition, information from a special
An important application program Advantages of electronic mail are interest group, the Association ofthat should not be overlooked, and is .

taib shod noth bepoerlok a nd s that the document will be as clear as Federal Computer Users, is available
aviable orboh prersonsal cmperg if it were created on the computer's on this bulletin board.2

and word processors, is a spelling reintwdpocsr.Ileufaresident word processor. In lieu of a,.-.
checker. Computer spelling checkers long-distance telephone connection, Spreadsheets

one of two DOD nationwide computer We are all aware of the time re-
networks (ARPANET or MILNET) quired to develop budgets, add infla-
may be used for transmission if the tion or deflation factors, change quan-
program office and/or the contractors tities, etc., to create and maintain pro-
have gained access to one of these net- gram budgets. The use of a personal

* works. If an electronic mail network computer and a good spreadsheet can
such as the ARPANET or MILNET is save considerable time in this process.
used the document may be delivered Most good spreadsheets accomplish
to several offices from one transmis- this by utilizing a cell approach. The
sion and forwarded by these offices to computer emulates a piece of paper %

other offices on the network. One that is divided into cells, each iden-
drawback of electronic mail is that tified by a row and column. By spen- 0 .
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critical path for a project. Again, the mal graphics support, this hardware
personal computer can be of service. may prove extremely useful, especially
Several application programs are if the change is to data contained on .
available that will develop PERT, his personal computer. All that is re- . ..

Gantt, and time charts. The largest ef- quired is for the data to be displayedS fort in utilizing these programs is the on the computer screen and have the
collection and ordering of the data for photographic hood attached, which
input to the computer. Once all the allows a slide to be taken of the screen.
data are available for use, the com- Within the past few months a ma-
puter will identify the critical path and jor new application for the personal
where slack exists. The scheduled tasks computer has arrived. This is a Coin
can be changed and the computer will puter Aided Design (CAD) application

ding a little extra time up front the rapidly respond to changes in the data program. This application is now
idprogram. This applicatio istnow

budget analyst using a personal com- identifying new critical paths, reasonably priced and sized for a per-
puter can develop a set of formulae for schedules, and slack time. In some of sonal computer. We can expect con-
various cells that manipulate numbers these applications programs other tractors will start utilizing the CAD
found in other cells. For example, if the dimensions, such as cost or manpower, capabilities of the personal computer
formula (Al X BI) appeared in cell C1 may be added, for many of the activities that have
of a spreadsheet and cell Al contain- A personal computer may also aid been previously accomplished by
ed the number 5 and cell BI contained the program manager in keeping track draftsmen. Closely related to CAD is
the number 6 then the number 30 of actions due, and suspenses. Most Computer Aided Manufacturing
would appear in cell C1 of the program managers keep a do-list of (CAM). CAM utilizes the CAD
spreadsheet. open-action items and suspenses either designs that have been stored on

Once the spreadsheet formulae have magnetic disk to control computer run
been developed, creating and changing manufacturing processes. Although
a program budget is a simple task. For CAM application for a personal com-
example, a budget can be developed puter is not currently available, we can
using constant-year dollars, quantities, expect it to be available within the next .. _,
and inflation indices to provide then- 5 to 10 years. CAD/CAM may not
year dollars. After initial entry the have any direct use to the government *,

spreadsheet is saved to disk for later I program manager, but we must be
use. When the inflation indices change aware these capabilities exist and
and the budget must be updated to understand how government contrac-
reflect the new inflation indices, all the tors may be using them. Use of these
analyst does is change the indices cells programs certainly should affect pro-
on the spreadsheet. The spreadsheet gram costs and schedule.
then will automatically provide the in a notebook or on their calendars. Future Applications
new budget based upon the changes Use of a time management program
made. This only requires a few seconds may be helpful. It may take a few It is safe to say that the use of per-
more than the time required to input minutes more to input actions which sonal computers is just beginning.
the changed data to the spreadsheet. should be tracked into the computer, Much work is occurring to increase the
Considerable time will be saved over but the benefits are worth it. First, the productivity of computers for project

. manual calculations done with paper, computer will want a priority for the managers. A professor at the Defense
pencil, and calculator. action and then when asked, the com- Systems Management College is cur-

puter will provide a list of the actions rently working to scale down three ap-
Technical computations can also be back in priority order with all overdue

accomplished via the spreadsheet. items identified. A list may be printed N Major LeSueur, a graduate of PMC
Again, basic data is input to various out by the month, week, or day. Coin- 85-1, is assigned to Air Force Systems
cells, and a series of formulae pleted actions may be deleted or just Command Space Division in Los
developed in other cells. After the in- lined through. Another advantage is Angeles.
titial calculations are performed the that personnel quickly learn to use the
data may be repeatedly changed and computer as an aid to ensure meeting
recalculated. An example might be a all of their actions.
series of complicated weight and
balance caluclations necessary to deter- There is a relatively new item that
mine acceptability of a design. may have potential benefits for pro-

gram managers. Currently, we are see-
Other Program Management Tools ing vugraphs made via computer.

Often the use of a critical path can Hardware is now available that will AID
determine where slack can be removed make an instantly developing 35 mm
to save a program schedule. However, slide directly from the screen of a per-
it is a difficult and time consuming task sonal computer. If a program manager
for program managers to determine the is pressed for time and can not get nor- -..
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plications for use on personal corn- that will be useful to program a rapid fashion a series of "what-if"
puters, which he hopes to make managers. Chief among their goals is questions providing clearer definition
available to program managers in the to have application software which is of options. Ultimately, the end-result -. -

near future. The first application is the transportable across all makes of per- will be better informed decision-mak
Cost and Strategy Assessment (CASA) sonal computers. Therefore, DSMC ing, and increased office productivity
model. This model takes input data may, in the near future, be an excellent by use of personal computers."
and determines life-cycle cost allowing source for recommending and possibly
for program optimization trade-offs. providing application software to pro- Notes
The second application is a network gram offices. 1. User friendly. When application
model called VERT which calculates software asks for data to be supplied
program risk as a function of cost and to the computer and will only accept
schedule when probabilistic inputs are data that are of the correct form and
applied. The third application is the type. For example, if the program re-
DOD Product Engineering Services quires numeric data it will not accept
Office (DPESO) model. The DPESO a character; or if the program requires
model uses regression analysis to a date in the form of month and year,
calculate rate, quantity, and inflation M it will not accept day, month, and
trade-offs, and the cost burden of pro- year; but it will ask you to re-enter the
duction rates. This may be very useful date as month and year.
when a program manager must
restructure his program because of 2. Institute for Computer Sciences
budget or production rate changes. and Technology. A-209 ADMIN, Na-
The government has unlimited rights tional Bureau of Standards,The ovenmen ha unlmitd rihts What all this means to the program WahntD. 234(01 " ""

* to each of these models. These applica- Washington, D.C. 20234. (301)
tions could be of great value to a manager is that use of personal corn- 921-2834. On-line computer bulletin
programoulde off dgeatvae tryig o puters in program management is here board can be accessed at (301)
program office during trying periods and can be a tremendous aid in reduc- 948-5718.
of budget preparation and program ing the workload. The personal com- 948-5718.

puter will never replace good judgment 3. Caver, Troy. Personal interview,
The Research Department at DSMC in managing programs, but it can Defense Systems Management College,

is also working on various applications allow the program office to develop in Ft. Belvoir, Va., April 15, 1985.

__ __ _ __ __ _ __ __ _ against the Soviet targets. Full-scale _ _ _-__ _ _-'__
"

development of the Peacekeeper
Peacekeeper missile began in 1979 and the first COlOrado to be

missile was flight tested in June 1983.
Nears Silo The Peacekeeper is a four-stage ICBM Hom e of

designed to deliver 10 re-entry vehiclesresiting to separate targets at ranges greater Joint Com m and ""

The Peacekeeper will soon make its than 5,000 miles. The new U.S. Space Command.,firstTh fligh from apc modfmmandtma
first flightfromamodifiedMinuteman which could be activated by the end of
III silo at Vandenberg AFB, Calif., 1985, will make its home in Colorado
moving closer to becoming an opera- 46 Sites on Springs, Colo., if results of an en-
tional system. The flight - No. 9 - vironmental impact assessment are
is scheduled to take place sometime Sm all ICBM favorable. A Joint Chiefs of Staff
during the summer. Seven of the 20
research and development flights that Basing List recommendation to locate the com-
are scheduled through mid-1986 have pand by Colora o efens in
been flown. Flight No. 8, now being The Air Force has narro ,,ed the proved by the secretary of defense in
processed, will be the last one the small intercontinental ballistic missile April. The costs of establishingprocessed, b rduedsic

Peacekeeper makes from the test pad. basing list to 46 possible sites. Current USSPACECOM will be reduced since
The Peacekeeper developmental flight plans call for basing the missile at ex- existing facilities in the area could be
test program began at Vandenberg in isting Department of Defense and used.'
1983, following a recommendation by Department of Energy installations.
the President's Commission on The Air Force has screened more than
Strategic Forces to replace 100 4,200 sites across the country since last
Minuteman III missiles with 100 fall. The remaining 46 areas, in nine
Peacekeepers. Minuteman missiles states, will be further evaluated as ithe best organization
have been the cornerstone of the land- potential locations for deployment of " chart in the world is un-
based intercontinental ballistic missile the first missiles in 1992, officials
force for 20 years. The Peacekeeper added. The sites are located in sound if the men who
and its new MK-21 re-entry vehicle Arizona, California, Nevada, Florida, have to make it work
will give the United States the ability Texas, Utah, New Mexico, Washing- don't believe in it."
to achieve high levels of damage ton and Wyoming.IE -James Forrestal
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SPeople on the Move Four PMC
Graduates In

.'. 4% Chain of""~J !:'€ and

Captain Ian B. Littlejohn,3. t USAF, who was graduated
-L, .. D..;.. ...... , o,,,: 'h a, from PMC 83-1, was pro- - .....

LTC Boyd L. Clearwaters, ment from the Florida In- Staff Sergeant John Mills, moted to major with a date
USA, a professor in the Bus- stitute of Technology. USAF, to Administrative of rank February 1, 1985. He
iness Management Depart- and Personnel Services. is serving at the Aeronau- '4"
ment, was executive officer Warren F. Opitz is a pro- tical Systems Division, --

of the Missiles and Air De- fessor in the Acquisition Ann Marie O'Brien, COE, Wright-Patterson Air Force
fense Division, DCSRDA, Management Laboratory. to Technical Management Base Ohio, as the INEWS
before being assigned to He came to DSMC from Department. assistant program managerfor thrust and special pro- "--.-.f.
DSMC. He holds a B.S. Martin Marietta Aerospace, Lose jects; contract monitor and 
degree from The Citadel and Baltimore Division, where
an M.B.A. degree from he was VLS production Mary Agresto, Navy Of- assistant test manager; and
Florida State University. operations director. Mr. fice for Acquisition Re- INEWS DSARC action of-

Opitz received a B.S.E.E. search, to Surface Ships ficer. He has received the Air
Commander Rosemary degree from Purdue Univer- Logistics Management Divi- Force Commendation Medal

Nelson Dawson, USN, a sity, and an M.C.S. degree sion, Naval Sea Systems with second Oak Leaf
professor in the Business from Rollins College. Command. Cluster.
Management Department, Captain Littlejohn'schain
joined the DSMC staff after LTC Michael E. Thomas, LTC John W. Bohuslar, Ct Ltehsa
graduating from PMC 85-1. USA, a professor in the USA, Acquisition Manage- of command may constitute
gSr da .. ding fromoiy85-1.USA, anpfed orin ment Laboratory, to the a record for PMC graduates.
She received a B.S. degree in Policy and Organization US rySaePorm H evswt ooe" - m t h e m t i c s f r o m F o r M a n g e m e t D e a r t m n t , U .S . A r m y S p a c e P r o g r a m H e s e r v e s w i t h C o l o n e l / : " .

mathematics from Fort Management Department,
Wright College, and an M.S. came to DSMC from the Office, Alexandria, Va. David Teal, PMC 72-2;

Lieutenant Colonel Larry
degree from the Naval Post- Pentagon, where he was Liz DePaulo, Policy and Opperman, PMC 83-2; and,
graduate School. military assistant to James R. Organization Management Lieutenant Colonel James

Ambrose, undersecretary of Department, to Education Sikra, PMC 84-1, division
Commander Harland W. the Army. Lieutenant Col- Directorate, Headquarters, chief. E

Jones, USN, is a professor in onel Thomas received a B.S. Department of the Army,
the Policy and Organization degree in electrical engineer- Alexandria, Va.
Management Department. ing from the University of
His last assignment was at Alabama, and an M.A. de- Cindy Sellers, Informa-
the Naval Air Systems Com- gree in business from Central tn etra t te Leadership in a

as assistat program Michigan utant General Center to beLedrhpia" mand as assistant program Michigan University. a management specialist democratic Army
manager for test and evalua- e as cfi rm y not
tion. He holds a B.S. degree Addition intern, means firmness, not
from the U.S. Naval Staff Sergeant Dennis
Academy, an M.S.A.E. Sarah Beaudet and Snell, USAF, Administrative Understanding, not
degree from the Naval Michelle Washington, and Personnel Services, reas- weakness;
Postgraduate School, and an COEs, to Department of signed to Eglin Air Force Justice, not license;
M.B.A. degree from the Research and Information. Base, Fla. He has been se- Humaneness, not in-
University of West Florida. Sarah Cornell, COE, to lected for promotion to tolerance;

LTC Phillip Eugene Office of the Commandant. TSgt. Generosity, notLT hli ueeselfishness; ...
Miller, USA, professor in the Tina Hairston and Promotion, seines
Technical Management De- Spencer Teale, COEs, to
partment, was previously School of Systems Acquisi- LTC Stanley J. Souvenir, General of the Army
assigned to the Product Im- tion Education. USA, selected for promotion Omar N. Bradley
provement Branch of the Patrick Lowry, summer to colonel and reassigned to
Army Materiel Command, hire, and Monique Lemelin, the Office of the Comman-
A graduate of PMC 82-1, he COE, to Department of Ad- dant.
holds a B.S. degree in ministration and Support.
aeronautical science from
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical Mark Lipari, COE, to
University, and an M.S. de- Acquisition Management 46r%.*
gree in acquisition manage- Laboratory.
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Government
Printing Send U5
Office Sells Your Articles
DSMC
Publications Some Tips for Author.

.m*. t .
Four DSMC publications are being___ he editors of Program border on all sides, equals about

offered for sale by the U.S. Govern- Manager, DSMC's bimonthly 250-300 words. We are flexible re-
ment Printing Office. journal, are interested in your garding length, but prefer 2,000-

They are: thoughts on policies, trends, 3,000-word articles, which is about 10
-Risk Assessment Techniques, stock U and events in the areas of pro- double-spaced pages. Don't feel con-
#008-020-00953-9, for $6.50; gram management and defense sys- strained by length requirements; say

tems acquisition. We invite you to sub- what you have to say in the most
-Establishing Competitive Produc- mit articles and share your experiences, direct way, regardless of length.

08-020-01037-5, for We are interested in lessons you have We use figures, charts, and photo-# 008 learned through your acquisition ex-
-Acquisition Strategy Guide, periences, both successful and graphs. We prefer glossy, black andwhite photographs, five-by-seven orstock # 008-020-01028-6, for $6.50; otherwise. eight-by-ten, but we cannot guarantee

-Skill in Communications, stock # Beyond the demand for good gram- the return of photographs. Do not
008-020-01036-7, for $2.00. mar, we have some tips for prospec- write anything on the back of photo-

These can be ordered by using the tive authors. Consistency and uni- graphs. Photocopies of photographs
stock number, name, or both. formity should be uppermost. The re- are not acceptable. Charts and figures
s nowned stylist William Strunk, Jr., should be sharp and clear, with legi- -"

Mail orders should be addressed to: said, "If those who have studied the art ble information and captions. We

Superintendent of Documents of writing are in accord on any one prefer camera-ready art, but the
U.S. Government Printing Office point, it is this: the surest way to DSMC Graphic Arts Division can
Washington, D.C. 20402 arouse and hold the attention of the work with sketches if they are clear

Orders also may be charged to reader is by being specific, definite and and precise.
Mastercard and VISA credit cards. concrete." Attribute all references you have ,
These orders may be placed by Style used in researching your article. We .- e
telephone. The number is: Write in the first person, 1, we, our; use separate footnotes, which should " "

(202) 783-3238 and use you often. Active verbs are be identified at the appropriate place "

See the enclosed blue card for infor- best. Write naturally and avoid in the copy. 5

mation about ordering this publication stiltedness. Except for a change of Stories that appeal to our readers,
from the Government Printing pace, keep most sentences to 25 words who are senior military and civilian -.

S Office.I or less, and paragraphs to six people in the program management/
sentences. We reserve the right to edit acquisition business, are those taken -

for clarity and space limitations, from your own experience rather than
Published articles will include your pages of "researched informa-

byline, and brief biography. When tion."

Competition Jumps there are substantial editorial changes, Again, be sure to double-space your
By 55 Percent Program Manager clears edited copy copy and use only one side of the .

with the author, paper.
Contracts awarded competitively Where possible, clear articles

within Air Force Systems Command through your public affairs office or an If you need to talk to an editor, call:
increased 55 percent in the first quarter equivalent authority. Most of the ar- Robert W. Ball, (703) 664-5974 or
of fiscal year 1985 compared to the ticles we publish are routinely re- 664-5082; Autovon 354-5974 or .
same quarter a year ago. That trans- viewed and cleared by the Director, 354-5082.
lates to $4.5 billion in competitive con- Security Review, Office of the Assist- Catherine M. Clark, (703) 664-5992 -
tracts versus $2.9 billion in the first ant Secretary of Defense for Public or 664-5082; Autovon 354-5992 or
quarter of fiscal 1984. The command Affairs. 354-5082.
credits the rise to increased emphasis Length and Graphics Or, write us at the Defense Systems
on competition by Air Force senior Colleg e orter
leaders, as well as a growth in subcon- The Basics: Double-space your article Management College, Fort Belvoir,
tract competition by prime using only one side of the paper. One Virginia 22060-5426: ATTN: DRI-P.E .
contractors. N double-spaced page, with a one-inch
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